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EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY

The geological and geotechnical environmentalong the existing and proposed corridors of
Los Angeles Metro is compatible with safe and economical underground construction. The
geologyin Los Angeles is either equal or morefavorable to tunneling than in most other
cities because the ground is generally drier and morecompetent with a minimumof
obstructions. Conditions which are less favorable include the persistent methaneproblem,
the earthquake fault displacement potential and the unique H2S haTard.
It has been concluded from a review of the seismological environment in the Los Angeles
area, together with the seismic design and analysis methodsbeing used by MTAand case
histories of worldwidetunnel performanceduring past earthquakes, that earthquakes are not
a governing factor in assessing tunneling feasibility in Los Angeles. However,in
developing seismic design criteria for proposed newtunnels, it is recommended
that results
of recent research related to the seismic hazard in the Los Angelesregion be reviewed.
Asurvey of worldwidepractice of construction of shallow urban tunnels revealed that a vast
majority of these tunnels are excavated using tunnel boring machines, most of them with
positive face control (slurry and earth pressure balance machines). A smaller portion
urban tunnels are constructed with methodsusing open face, but in most of these cases the
groundis conditioned before excavation. TheU.S. practice in general still prefers this
approach and this is whythe Los Angeles Metro tunnels are in the latter category.
A worldwide survey of performance of urban tunneling has shownthat in about 44 percent
of the tunnels surveyed, the performancein terms of ground control was classified as
Category 1 (without problems). In about 14 percent of the contracts, performance was
classified as Category 2 (minor problems) and about 42 percent were classified as Category
3 (significant problems).
Applyingthe criteria cited above for the Los Angeles Metro, the performancelevels
achieved so far have placed about 50 percent of the tunneling contracts into Category1,
12.5 percent into Category 2, and 37.5 percent into Category 3. This ratio is approximately
equal to or slightly better than the worldwideperformance.
The cost of soft ground tunnels in Los Angeles is low relative to prices worldwide. These
low costs maybe a reason for someof the construction problems that have been
experienced.
It is recommended
that for future tunneling, consideration be given to application of earth
pressure balance tunnel boring machines capable of operating in two modes-- as an open
face machinein competent ground (e.g., the Puente Formation) and with positive face
control in less competentground (e.g., alluvial soils). The choice of whetherto permit
open face shield in preconditioned ground or require an earth pressure balance machinewill
dependon the degree of risk MTA
wishes to share and on the overall costs.

It is recommended
that ground control be established as the governing design and
construction criterion on the existing and future tunneling contracts, with firmly set rules
about monitoring and interpreting grounddeformation data as well as practical steps to be
taken immediately where deformations exceed the permissible limits. MTAshould consider
the cost and benefits of specifying less risky construction methodsand methodswhich
minimizeconstruction impact to the public, even if their initial cost maybe somewhatmore
expensive.
It is recommended
that fundamentaltechnical principles and policies for the project are
formulated and regularly overseen at the owner’slevel by a small permanentstaff highly
experienced in tunneling assisted by a small independent technical review board reporting
directly to MTA.
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PREFACE

PREFACE
In response to questions posed by MayorRiordan and the Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Transportation Authority (MTA)Board regarding the feasibility of tunneling in Los Angeles
ground conditions, MTAconvened a three-member Geotechnical Tunneling Panel in
August 1995. The membersof the panel are:
Dr. Z. Dan Eisenstein
Professor of Civil Engineering
University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta
Dr. Geoffrey R. Martin
Professor and Chairmanof Departmentof Civil Engineering
University of Southern California
Los Angeles, California
Dr. Harvey W. Parker
Senior Vice President
Shannon & Wdson, Inc.
Seattle, Washington
Dr. Eisenstein served as Chairmanof the Panel. The panel met for the first time with their
MTAProject Manager, Mr. Jerry Baxter, in Los Angeles on August 9, 1995. The panel
was commissionedwith the following two primary objectives:
Evaluating and comparingproblems encountered in tunneling projects worldwide,
with those problems encountered in constructing MTA
tunnels to date.
o

Assessing whether the geological and geotechnical conditions of the LOsAngeles
region are inconsistent with tunneling.

Additional details on the scope and methodologyof the investigation are contained in the
appendixto the report.
The panel met in Los Angeles four times during the course of the study documentedin this
report. Thepanel visited tunnel projects that are still under construction and were briefed
by manyparties to obtain input for this report. In addition, the panel madeindependent
inquiries and initiated requests for informationthat they felt wasrequired in the course of
their work. Too manypeople assisted the panel to be namedindividually but their unselfish
vii

input is gratefully acknowledged.Following the retirement of Mr. Baxter, Mr. Michael
Gonzalez was assigned as the MTAProject Manger.
In order to makethe report readable to a broad cross section of readers, the panel decided to
keep the mainreport short and concise, putting the technical detailed backupin the appendix
to the report. The main report contains brief summariesof the various issues investigated
by the panel together with all of the conclusions and recommendations.
The appendixfollows the sameorganization as the report and it contains detailed
descriptions of the issues and discussions whichsupport the conclusions and
recommendations
of the report. Finally, all tables, figures, and references are boundin the
back of the appendix.
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REPORT OF THE GEOTECHNICAL PANEL

Background
Thepurposeof this report is to (1) assess the construction feasibility of future tunneling
corridors for the Los Angeles Metro; (2) evaluate the geotechnical and construction
performanceof the tunnels constructed so far, including comparisonswith similar projects
worldwide, and (3) to recommendmeasures to improve performance in relation to future
construction.
The assessment of tunneling feasibility wasinitiated by conducting a review of the
geological, geotechnical and seismological conditions along the existing and future lines of
the Metro project to establish a baseline for comparativestudies. It is understood that future
planned tunnel alignments include those of the Eastside Extension, the Mid-City Extension,
the San FernandoValley Extension, and possible extensions to the intersection of Wilshire
Boulevard and the 405 freeway. The performance evaluation is based on comparisonof the
Los Angeles tunneling contracts with published data from similar projects worldwide. The
criteria used in the comparisonare the surface settlement levels and the occurrence of major
groundinstabilities or failures. Also considered are cost comparisons,risk factors, and
earthquake performance. Finally, recommendationsfor potential improvementsare made in
the technical and managementareas.
Geological and Geotechnical Considerations
A wide range of geologic and geotechnical conditions are encountered along existing and
proposed alignments of the tunnel segments. In the Los Angeles Basin and the San
FernandoValley areas, conditions encountered include both recently deposited and older
alluvial soil deposits (primarily silts, sands, and gravels) and consolidatedclaystones,
siltstones and sandstones ("soft" rocks) of the Fernando, Puente and San Pedro Formations.
Hard rock tunneling conditions are encountered in the TopangaFormations in the Santa
MonicaMountains. Overall, such ground conditions are not unique to Los Angeles, and are
encountered in manytunneling projects throughout the world. The general absence of
extensive deposits of soft clays and unstable runningsands is a positive factor.
The absence of conditions leading to groundwaterinflow into tunnels during construction
over muchof the alignmentis also a positive factor in relation to tunneling costs and risks.
Groundwaterconditions possibly requiring dewatering are encountered, however, in a few

localized areas associated with the Los Angeles River in downtownareas of the city
(including a short western portion of the Eastside Extension) and over small sections of the
HollywoodBoulevard and North Hollywood tunnels. The Santa Monica Mountain Range is
not a groundwaterbasin, although the extensive joint and fracture systems are expected to
transmit considerable quantities of water into the tunnel for short periods of time. Alongthe
proposed San Fernando Valley Extension, groundwateris higher than the planned invert in
only localized sections.
The presence of gas is always a concern where tunnels are planned. The presence of
methaneis not new to tunneling projects, and has been successfully overcomein the
Segment1 tunnels. However,the presence of H2Sis unique to the MTAtunneling projects.
Whereas,H2Shas not been encountered in tunnel segments constructed to date, a potential
H2Spresence is impacting the planned Mid-City Extension. To eliminate this problem,
various options are presently being evaluated to overcomean odor concern.
Earthquake Issues
As is well known,Los Angeles is located in an area of high seismic potential that has
experienced ground shaking from numerouslarge earthquakes in historical times. Widely
recognized surface faults having major impact on the MTA
alignments in terms of ground
shaking potential include the Hollywood,Santa Monica, and Malibu Coast faults, and the
Raymondand NewportInglewood faults. As a result of research over the past decade,
active blind thrust fault systemsthat do not cut the earth’s surface are knownto underlie the
San Fernando Basin, the Santa MonicaMountains, and the Los Angeles Basin (Elysian Park
thrust fault). These fault systems are also nowrecognized as being a major threat to the LOs
Angeles metropolitan area. A blind thrust fault was responsible for the Northridge
earthquake.
The Maximum
Design Earthquake (MDE)adopted for MTAtunnels and stations designed
date (a ground shaking level corresponding to a peak ground acceleration of 0.6g) recognizes
the threats described above from surface faults. However,the morerecent studies
documentingthe importance of blind thrust faults were not available at the time earthquake
design criteria were established. A newstudy to re-visit blind thrust earthquake scenarios is
under consideration for the Eastside Extension, and could lead to changes in design
earthquake ground shaking levels. Werecommendthat such a study be performed.

Based on a survey of the performanceof tunnels in past earthquakes, the panel has
concludedthat bored tunnels (either unlined rock tunnels or tunnels in alluvial ground
constructed with reinforced-concrete linings) have performedexceptionally well in past
earthquakes, including very strong earthquakes with estimated peak ground accelerations up
to the order of 0.Sg. These levels of acceleration could be expected, for example, from a
Northridge-like M6.7 earthquake beneath the City of Los Angeles. No case has been
identified where structural damageto bored tunnels has occurred from ground shaking
effects in groundconditions similar to those in Los Angeles.
The only cases where major damagehas occurred can be related to tunnels crossing faults
where the earthquake has generated relative displacement across the structure. Damage
similar to that experienced by stations and cut-and-cover box tunnel sections during the
Kobe, Japan earthquake is not expected to MTA
structures because of the more appropriate
seismic design criteria being used by MTA.
It is clear from the historical record documentingthe performanceof bored tunnels in past
earthquakes that they are muchless vulnerable to earthquakes than abovegroundstructures.
The earthquake design philosophy and seismic design and analysis methodspresently
adopted for MTA
tunnels reflect state-of-the-art thinking and systematically address potential
hazards induced by major seismic events. Detailed analyses conducted to date on the
seismic response of MTAtunnels have shownthey can accommodatelarge earthquakeinduced ground distortions without damage.
In fact, it can be arguedthat since transit facilities in bored tunnels havedemonstratedthat
they can operationally survive earthquakes better than surface structures, serious
consideration should be given during rail transit planning to the use of tunnels over surface
facilities wherepossible. Tunnelshave the potential of functioning as important lifelines
during and after a major earthquake.
Noactive faults were identified along the alignments for Segments1 and 2. However,
Segment3 crosses the Hollywoodfault and future westwardextensions maycross the Santa
Monicafault, both identified as active. Anticipated fault displacement during an MDE
event
on the Hollywoodfault wasestimated at 4.5 feet whendesign criteria were established.
Design philosophyfor fault crossings recognizes that it is di~cult to prevent damagein a
strong earthquake, given the magnitudeof fault displacements. It is nowwidely accepted to
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"overbore" the tunnel whenpassing through or over a fault zone, so that if an earthquakeinduceddisplacementoccurs, the tunnel is still of sufficient diameterto fulfill its function
after repairs. Such an approach is being adopted for the Segment3 HollywoodFault
crossing.
TheEastside Extension fault investigations have not uncoveredany clear expressions of
near-surface strike-slip faulting that wouldresult in abrupt displacementacross the proposed
tunnel alignment. However,studies to date have indicated that the asymmetricalfold
comprising the CoyotePass Escarpmentwhich intersects the alignment is a potentially active
tectonic structure. The escarpment could be uplifted during a future earthquake on an
underlying blind thrust structure. The nature of the uplift and the magnitudeof possible
structural effects on the tunnel whenit crosses the escarpment, together with any needed
remedial design measures, are still under study.
It has been concluded from the review of the seismological environmentin the Los Angeles
area, together with the seismic design criteria and analysis methodsbeing used by MTA
and
case histories of worldwidetunnel performanceduring past earthquakes, that earthquakes are
not a governingfactor in assessing tunneling feasibility in Los Angeles.
Available Tunneling Technologies
In present day tunneling, the methodsfor both the soft ground (soils and soft rock) and hard
rock tunnels have movedfrom the stage of empirical craftsmanship to high technology
levels. This relatively recent developmentis represented by tunnel boring machineswith
positive face control such as the slurry and the earth pressure balance shields, whereground
stability and deformationsare controlled, even in the most difficult ground, by processes
inherent to the machineitself. With these technologies there is little or no need to condition
the ground beforehand, e.g. by grouting.
Onthe other hand, the older tunnel boring machines with open face or the NewAustrian
Tunneling Methodrequire that unstable or excessively deformableground is treated before
tunnel excavation can proceed. Both positive face control and open face machinesare used
in present soft ground tunneling. However,the first approach is becomingmoreand more
the preferred solution because it offers a "blanket" type protection against unexpected
ground conditions. Sometimes,whenobstructions such as the steel tiebacks left over from
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basementconstruction of high-rise buildings on Wilshire Boulevard must be dealt with, an
open face shield maystill be the preferred choice. This is whythe EPBTBM’sare
sometimes designed to operate in two modes, open face and EPB.
In hard rock tunneling, the trend is also towards tunnel boring machines, replacing the
traditional drill and blast methodsfor reasons of environmentalprotection and economy.
Thoughthese hard rock machinesreduce risk, they too are not completely risk-free.
Blasting, although also not risk-free, is a tried and proven safe construction methodthat is
still used.
Worldwide Tunneling Trends
Tunnelingin Los Angelesis carried out in soft ground(soils), soft rock, and hard rock.
Safe tunneling in soft groundrequires either the use of tunnel boring machineswith positive
face control or conditioning the groundbefore tunneling, usually by grouting. It is the latter
approach which has been used in Los Angeles so far. Anextensive worldwide review of
74 case histories of soft ground urban tunneling over the last 20 years provided a useful base
on which the Los Angeles experience can be evaluated. The review shows that most of the
tunnels were built using someform of a tunnel boring machine, of which the vast majority
were of the types with positive face control, such as slurry and earth pressure balance
machines. The rest of the tunnels were constructed with open face TBMs,often combined
with ground conditioning. The worldwidetrend in present day tunneling is towards methods
using positive face control, because they offer moreeffective protection against ground
deformationsand instability.
Thetrends in the choice of tunneling methodsin the United States differs from the rest of
the world. While TBMsin the U.S. are clearly the preferred technology today, only less
than half of the TBMsbelong to the categories with positive face control. Morethan half of
the urban tunnels in the U.S. are constructed with open face TBMs,often combinedwith
ground conditioning.
Risk
Eventhough all tunnel projects involve considerable risk, manytunnels and underground
transit projects have been successfully constructed and put into service by managingthis
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risk. Tunnelcosts are high relative to surface construction because they reflect the
uncertainties and risks that must be borne during construction. Althoughthis construction
risk is the mostvisible risk, transit projects also experiencerisks during planning, design,
construction and operation.
Construction risks can be mitigated by improvedgeotechnical investigations, better contract
packaging, improvedrisk sharing contracting practices, improveddesign and construction
management,improved quality of construction, improvedproject direction and management,
etc. Theserisks, particularly construction risks, must be recognized, admitted to, and
understood in order to be managed.This will set manageablelevels of expectation. All
decision makersfor any given tunnel, such as the designer, contxTtctor, construction
manager, MTAstaff or Board should becomeaware of the importance and significance of
the risks presented by the project. Often, but not always, risk can be reduced, although not
eliminated, by being proactive. Often there is a cost associated with the reduction of risk.
Thoughthe real cost and the degree of risk reduction will never be determinedaccurately,
trends can be established by conducting "what if" cost analyses.
A balance should be established by conscious decisions betweenrisk and the cost of risk
mitigating measuresas well as the degree of risk sharing MTA
desires. Ultimately, the
decision as to what this balance should be should rest with MTA.The same "what if" cost
analysis can be conductedfor each risk-sharing statement in the specifications and,
particularly, in the Geotechnical Design SummaryReport (GDSR).
Costs

The panel evaluated costs for existing MTA
tunnels together with a few other projects in
North America and worldwide where acceptable cost data were available. The panel
evaluated the cost of the few tunnels for whichother bid costs (such as stations) did not
obscure the evaluation. However,it wasnot possible during the time available to evaluate
the overall project costs including stations or special structures or substantial ground
improvementin lieu of underpinning.
It wasfound that the cost of soft groundtunnels in Los Angelesis low to average relative to
costs in North Americanand very low relative to prices worldwide. Onthe other hand, the
very low prices for tunnels maybe partly responsible for some of the problemsMTAis

facing. These low bids are inherently associated with construction methodsthat maybe
more risky than the owner maynowwish to accept. The design and contracting concept
currently used by MTA
results in attractive low bids. While contractors must be
competitive, they should also be entitled to makea fair profit.
However,the low bidder possibly cannot afford the equipmentfor a special TBM
that can
guaranteeminimizationof settlement, or for positive full face control, or for digital
alignment controls, or for special ground treatment methods. Instead, ground treatment,
usually by grouting from the surface, has been paid for by MTA
on an "as needed" basis to
assure satisfactory settlement control is achieved. Unfortunately, it has been required more
on a routine basis rather than on an "as needed" basis. Thoughthis mayhave been a
reasonable wayto contract in the past, it maynowbe in the best interests of MTA
to look at
the cost and benefits of requiring or specifying moreelaborate and less risky measures,
especially for alignment and groundcontrol.
Further, MTA
should consider the cost benefit of requiring tunneling methodswhich have a
lower impact on the public or adjacent property owners, such as minimizingthe disruptive
practices of grouting from the surface, by substituting chemical and/or compactiongrouting
from within the tunnel or by replacing them by use of the earth pressure balance method.
These measureswouldresult in higher bids but perhaps a lower final cost by minimizing
change order and claims-type payments. A "what if" analysis should be conducted or
reviewedin detail at a senior technical level by MTA
so that there is a clear understanding
by the ownerwhat the risks are and what the likely cost of reducing someof the risks may
be.
Local and MTATunnel Experience
A review of previous local tunneling projects indicates that tunneling in the local Los
Angelesarea is feasible, that tunneling conditions are generally favorable, and that tunnels
can be constructed relatively inexpensively. However,several of these earlier tunnels
experienceddifficulties similar to or worsethan difficulties experiencedon MTA
projects.
This indicates to the panel that, though regrettable and not to be tolerated, the problems
experienced by MTA
tunnel projects are similar to or less serious than those previously
experienced by the industry in the past. Problems experienced on previous tunnels included
boulders, caving, sinkholes, methane, as well as an explosion and deaths which occurred in
7

1971. These problems and the current problems associated with methane, H2S, and
abandonedoil wells were taken in to account during planning and design.
In spite of the problemscited in the press, MTA
can be satisfied with muchof its tunnel
construction. However,there have been several problems on a few contracts that have
raised cause for concem. Manyof the problems to date were unique in themselves, or have
a common
cause, and are not always directly related to geotechnical aspects of tunneling.
The several claims and change orders on MTA
projects indicate several undesirable conflicts
betweenthe ownerand the contractor. Someof these resulted in (or from) construction
tolerances exceeding the specifications. There are manycases throughout the industry where
tunnel specifications have been relaxed or were safely exceeded every once in a while. It is
an informal form of partnering but this usually is permitted only if it is clear that no extra
costs or damagecan possibly result from the relaxation. Such did not appear to be the case
in Los Angeles. Manyof the problems maynot have resulted if either the specified
tolerance or the intent of the specifications had been met. For instance, the thin linings, the
reminingof various sections and, thus, the sinkhole were the ultimate result of being too far
out of alignment. High technology digital guidance control systems should be specified on
future projects.
To obtain fair bids, the specified tolerances must be achievable under the conditions given
for the contractor to bid and it must be clear that the contractor will be required by the
ownerto achieve the tolerances. These morestringent controls should be required in the
future, especially for settlement and alignment. The Geotechnical Design SummaryReport
(GDSR)plays a major role in setting the tone and criteria in a manageableway.
These problems are industry problems as well as an MTAproblem and the industry is
actively trying to improvethe waystunnels are specified and managedduring construction,
particularly with respect to GDSRs.The MTAproject could be and should be a leader in
these developments.
Comparison of L.A. Tunneling Problems to Worldwide Experience
Amongthe tunneling difficulties which occurred at the Los Angeles Metro, there are four
single incidents whichstand out in terms of their significance and impact. Theyare the
8

reduced liner thickness on Segment1, the excessive settlement on HollywoodBoulevard, the
sinkhole on HollywoodBoulevard, and the excessive settlement in North Hollywood.In
order to put these four incidents within a broader context, a summaryof worldwideurban
tunneling has been prepared for the samecollection of case histories already introduced. A
classification of performancehas been prepared for these case histories based on settlement
data and the occurrence of major ground failures. Classified as Category 1 were tunnels
with settlement up to 1 inch, as Category 2 tunnels with settlement up to 2 inches, and as
Category3 tunnels with settlement over 2 inches or with major ground failure or structural
incidents. Applyingthis classification, 44 percent of the tunneling projects worldwidecould
be classified as Category 1, 14 percent as Category 2, and 42 percent as Category 3.
Applyingthe sameclassifications to the Los Angeles Metro Rail construction history, which
includes eight separate tunnding contracts so far, one obtains 50 percent of cases in
Category 1, 12.5 percent in Category 2, and 37.5 percent in Category 3. A conclusion then
can be drawn that the Los Angeles Metro Rail tunnding is in its performance about equal to
or slightly better than the world average.
Feasibility

of Tunneling in Los Angeles

In relation to construction feasibility, the geological and geotechnical environmentalong the
existing and proposed corridors of Los Angeles Metro is clearly compatible with safe and
economicalundergroundconstruction. Dozensof cities in various countries have
successfully developedundergroundtransportation systems in similar or even moredifficult
groundconditions. Abouthalf of these cities have experienced difficulties comparableto or
even worse than those which occurred in Los Angeles. Comparingthis with the LOs
Angeles construction history, whichincludes eight separate tunneling contracts and four
major problems on these contracts, a conclusion can again be drawn that the Los Angeles
subwaytunneling is about equal to or slightly better than the world average. However,the
other half of the case histories showsthat shallow urban tunneling can be carried out entirely
without accidents or undueinterference with normalurban life and still at reasonable cost.
It is this latter half of the subwaytunneling spectrumthat should becomethe target for LOs
Angeles now.
TheLos Angeles Metro tunneling contracts carried out so far utilized tunnel boring
machineswith either open face or face partially protected with breasting plates. In ground
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conditions wherethe open face or the partial protection wasnot sufficient to control the
ground, this tunneling method was complementedby ground improvement, mostly in the
form of grouting. This approach was adequate for the majority of the tunneling, except for
a few instances where excessive settlement occurred for reasons discussed before.
As reflected by the documentedtrends in soft ground tunnding worldwide, the risks
involved in methodsdepending on ground conditioning are increasingly eliminated by
turning to tunneling methodsusing positive face control. These methodsoffer a "blanket"
type protection against ground deformation and instability and are muchless dependent on
factors such as ground variation or workmanshipwhich play an important role with
grouting.
In Los Angeles, where there are relatively few problemswith groundwater, the optimal
tunnel boring machine to be considered might be an earth pressure balance machine (EPBM)
capable of operating in two modes. The first modewould be an open face mode, to be
applied in competent ground (e.g., the Puente Formation). The second mode, to be used
the alluvial soils, wouldbe the earth pressure balance mode,with the face under active
pressure. Should groundwater becomea serious problem, the earth pressure balance
machinein closed modeis well-equipped to handle such a situation. In addition to
considering an open-faceshield, MTA
should at least consider the advantages and
disadvantages and cost implications of EPBM
as one meansof reducing risk of significant
settlement and minimizing public disruption on future projects. Such tunnel methodsmayor
maynot have a higher cost.
Conclusions and Recommendations
The geological and geotetechnical environmentalong the existing and proposed corridors of
Los Angeles Metro is compatible with safe and economical underground construction. The
geologyin Los Angeles is either equal to or morefavorable to tunneling than in most other
cities because the ground is generally drier and more competent with a minimumof
obstructions. Conditions which are less favorable include the persistent methaneproblem,
the earthquake fault displacement potential and the unique H2S hazard.
Proper planning, design, and construction methodscan be expected to overcomeall of the
less favorable conditions. A technical solution could be found to satisfy the H2Sproblem,
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whichshould include a full scale test facility to confirmthe technical feasibility and public
relations acceptance of the chosen solution.
It has been concluded from a review of the seismological environmentin the Los Angeles
area, together with the seismic design and analysis methodsbeing used by MTA
and case
histories of worldwidetunnel performanceduring past earthquakes, that earthquakes are not
a governing factor in assessing tunneling feasibility in Los Angeles. However,in
developing seismic design criteria for proposed newtunnels, it is recommended
that results
of recent research related to the seismic hazard in the Los Angelesregion be reviewed.
It can be arguedthat since transit facilities in bored tunnels have demonstratedthey can
operationally survive earthquakes better than surface structures, serious consideration should
be given during rail transit planning to the use of tunnels over surface facilities where
possible. Tunnelshave the potential of functioning as important lifelines during and after a
major earthquake. In the event that a major earthquake disrupts the freeway system, the
Metro tunnel system could provide the meansfor continued mass transit.
A survey of worldwidepractice of shallow urban tunnels revealed that a vast majority of
these tunnels are excavated using tunnel boring machines, most of them with positive face
control (slurry and earth pressure balance machines). A smaller portion of urban tunnels are
constructed with methodsusing open face, but in most of these cases the ground is
conditioned before excavation. The U.S. practice in general still prefers this approachand
this is whythe Los AngelesMetrotunnels are in the latter category.
A worldwide survey of performance of urban tunneling has shownthat in about 44 percent
of the tunnels surveyed, the performancein terms of ground control was classified as
Category 1 (without problems). In about 14 percent of the contracts, performance was
classified as Category 2 (minor problems) and about 42 percent were classified as Category
3 (significant problems).
Applyingthe criteria cited above for the Los AngelesMetro, the performancelevels
achieved so far have placed about 50 percent of the tunneling contracts into Category1,
12.5 percent into Category 2, and 37.5 percent into Category 3. This ratio is approximately
equal to or slightly better than the worldwideperformance.
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The cost of soft ground tunnels in Los Angeles is low relative to prices worldwide. These
low costs, however, maybe a reason for some of the construction problems that have been
experienced.
Manyof the major problemsmaynot have occurred if the specified tolerances or at least the
intent of the specifications had been met. For instance, the thin linings, as well as the
remining of the various sections and, thus, the sinkhole, were the ultimate result of being
too far out of alignment. Accordingly, morestringent controls should be required in the
future, especially in settlement and alignment. High technology digital guidance systems
should be required on future tunnels.
All tunnel projects involve considerable risk, but risk has been successfully managedon
manyprojects. A balance should be established betweenrisk and the cost of risk mitigating
measures. MTAshould ultimately makethe decision as to what this balance should be as
well as howmuchrisk MTAwishes to share with the contractor.
It is recommended
that for future tunneling, consideration be given to application of earth
pressure balance tunnel boring machines capable of operating in two modes-- as an open
face machinein competent ground (e.g., the Puente Formation) and with positive face
control in less competentground (e.g., alluvial soils). Thechoice of whether to permit
open face shield in preconditioned ground or require an earth pressure balance machinewill
depend on the degree of risk MTA
wishes to share and on the overall costs.
It is recommended
that ground control be established as the governing design and
construction criterion on the existing and future tunneling contracts, with firmly set rules
about monitoring and interpreting ground deformationdata as well as practical steps to be
taken immediately where deformations exceed the permissible limits. MTAshould consider
the cost and benefits of specifying less risky construction methodsand methodswhich
minimizeconstruction impact to the public, even if their initial cost maybe somewhatmore
expensive.
It is recommended
that fundamentaltechnical principles and policies for the project are
formulated and regularly overseen at the owner’slevel by a small permanentstaff highly
experienced in tunneling, assisted by a small independent technical review board reporting
directly to MTA.
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The project so far has involved highly experienced companieswith competent professionals.
However,the project seems to have unnecessary difficulties in communicationand
coordination between companies. All projects of this nature have similar problems, but
these intergroup coordinations and communications,together with risk-related decisionmaking, would be improved if MTAwould develop a small, highly experienced technical
staff that would coordinate these communicationsand ultimately makethe decision whenever
differences of opinion develop.
The MTAproject could be and should be a leader in the current industry quest to improve
the waystunnels are specified (especially with respect to Geotechnical Design Summary
Reports) and managedduring construction.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX TO
REPORT ON FEASIBILITY OF TUNNELING
FOR THE LOS ANGELES COUNTY METRO RAIL PROJECT
November 1995

1.0 SCOPE,

METHODOLOGY, AND BACKGROUND

This project was commissionedby the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation
Authority (MTA)on August 8, 1995, with the objectives of:
Evaluating and comparingproblems encountered in tunneling projects worldwide,
with those problems encountered in constructing MTAtunnels to date.
Assessing whether the geological and geotechnical conditions of the Los Angeles
region are inconsistent with tunneling.
In fulfilling these objectives, the panel:
Reviewedand summarizedthe geological, geotechnical, and seismic environment
along existing and proposedtunnel corridors to determine potential related
hazards with respect to tunnel construction and design.

o

Reviewedand summarizedworldwide case histories related to seismic
performance and tunnels in similar environments to those encountered in
Los Angeles, and reviewed current MTA
seismic design philosophy.
Reviewedand summarizedthe status of available tunneling methodsand
technologies as used worldwidetoday, including an evaluation of their advantages
and limitations.
Reviewedand summarized74 worldwide case histories of urban shallow
tunneling in geological and geotechnical conditions similar to those encountered
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in the Los Angeles region to provide a base on which Los Angeles experience
can be evaluated.
Reviewedand evaluated existing concepts available for assessing risk in tunnel
projects to enable broad guidelines for risk parameters and managementsystems
appropriate for MTAtunnels to be developed.
Evaluated costs for existing MTA
tunnels and for other projects in North
Americawhere cost data were available, together with costs of risk mitigative

measures.
7.

Reviewedlocal and MTAtunnel construction experience to date.
Comparedand assessed construction difficulties
tunnels in relation to worldwidecase histories.

encountered to date with MTA

Determined, given the data collected, reviewed and evaluated, whether tunnel
construction is a feasible and viable option for future tunneling corridors
proposed by the MTA.
quality control measures for future planning, design, construction,
10. Recommended
and managementof tunnel projects.
With respect to existing tunnels and planned future tunnel projects, Figure 1.1 summarizes
current MTAtunnel alignments and terminology. SegmentOne is presently operational and
Segment Twois under construction. Construction has also commencedon the Segment
Three alignment through the Santa MonicaMountains into North Hollywood. Tunneling in
North Hollywoodis underwayand a contract has been awardedto construct the tunnel
through the Santa MonicaMountains.
The SegmentThree 6.6 mile Eastside Extension to Whittier Blvd. is at a planning and
design stage. The SegmentThree Mid-Cityextension to Pico Blvd. is also still in
preliminary design and environmental review stages. Further route alternatives extending
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west of the Pico/San Vicente station to the intersection of Wilshire Blvd. and the 405
freeway are undergoingpreliminary study.
Conceptualstudies for the final alignment and configuration of the proposed San Fernando
Valley East-West RapidTransit Project are also ongoing. This project presently involves
both aboveground and underground sections, and will commenceat the North Hollywood
station and extend 13.9 miles west through the Valley.
The subsequent sections of this appendix documentthe material reviewed and summarizedin
fulfilling the aboveobjectives, leading to final conclusions and recommendations
given in the
basic report.
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2.0

GEOLOGICAL AND GEOTECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
AND EARTHQUAKE ISSUES

This section of the report summarizesthe geological/geotechnical and seismic environments
along both existing and proposed tunnel alignments. Worldwidecase histories related to the
historic performanceof tunnels in past earthquakes are also reviewed and summarizedalong
with commentson the potential seismic vulnerability of existing and proposed tunnels in the
Los Angeles area. This database establishes the groundworkfor technical commentson
tunnel design, construction and related risks, documentedin subsequent sections of the
report.
2.1

Regional Geologic and Geotechnical Framework
2.1.1

Geologic Formations

The existing and proposed MTAtunnel alignments traverse portions of three major
physiographic features as shownin Figure 2.1, namelythe Los Angeles Basin, the Santa
MonicaMountains, and the San Fernando Valley. As described by Converse et al. (1981),
the Los Angeles Basin, once a marine embayment,accumulated sediments eroded from
surrounding highlands during the Mioceneand Pleistocene epochs beginning about 25
million and one million years ago, respectively. Uplift of the Santa MonicaMountains
provided muchof the sediment filling the basin. Volcanic activity also producedextensive
accumulations of basalt in the Santa MonicaMountains during the Miocene epoch. The LOs
Angeles Basin and the San FernandoValley were uplifted during the Pleistocene epoch.
Rapid uplift and erosion was in early Pleistocene time, filling the LOsAngelesBasin with
about 1,300 feet of sandy sediments (San Pedro Formation). Holocene time (beginning with
the last melting of the Ice Sheets 11,000 years ago) resulted in alluvium (coarse gravels and
sands) being deposited in stream channels extending into the LOsAngeles Basin. The San
FernandoValley has been filled with considerably thicker deposits of alluvial sediments than
the northern part of the Los Angeles basin.
Geologic units encountered by existing or proposed tunnel alignments in order of
increasing age, are shownin Table 2.1. With reference to this table, the geologic materials
ranging from Alluvium through the Puente Formation can be regarded as being associated
with soft ground or soft rock tunneling methods. The harder rock formations associated
W-7101-01
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with the TopangaFormations through the granitic rocks encountered in the Santa Monica
Mountains, require hard rock tunneling techniques. The surface variations of the various
geologic units are shownin the Geologic Mapof Figure 2.2.
2.1.2

Groundwater Basins

Manyof the serious dilficulties encounteredduring construction of a tunnd, are related
to the presence of water. The characterization of the groundwaterenvironmentis hence a
critical factor in tunnel studies. Existing and proposed MTA
tunnel alignments traverse four
hydrologic units, as described by Converseet al., (1981):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Los Angeles Forebay area
Hollywood Basin
Santa Monica Mountains
San Fernando Valley Basin

The Los Angeles Forebay Area extends southward from the narrows of the Los
AngelesRiver, and is an area of unrestricted infiltration of surface water. Groundwaterin
this area occurs in YoungAlluviumand in older Pleistocene Alluvium, with someaquifers
being semi-perched. The Hollywoodbasin is located near the Southern margin of the Santa
Monica mountains. Both the YoungAlluvium and the Older Alluvium sediments contain
knownaquifers. The Santa MonicaMountainRange is not a groundwater basin, and the
older crystalline rocks have a limited capacity for transmission of water. However,the
extensive joint and fracture systems can producegroundwaterin considerable quantities for
short periods of time. In the San FernandoValley Basin, groundwateris present in Young
and Old Alluvium..However,groundwater levels have declined since the 1940s due to
heavypumping,albeit wet winters can recharge levels by several tens of feet over a few
years.
A generalized map(After Proctor, 1981) showinggeologic and groundwater features
in the LOsAngeles Basin is shownin Figure 2.3.
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2.1.3

Oil And Gas

The presence of oil or gas clearly requires special tunnel construction precautions and
design measures. Oil was first discovered in the Los Angeles Basin in 1880, being produced
primarily from thick deposits of lower Pliocene and Upper Miocenerock strata. The
location of oil fields is shownin Figures 2.2 and 2.3. The La Brea Tar Pits are associated
with the Salt Lake Oil Field. Existing and proposed tunnel alignments pass over or near
several oil fields, and are discussed in detail by Converseet al. (1981). Appreciable
quantities of gas (particularly methaneand H2S) have been detected in borings and from gas
probes along sections of segmentroutes, as described in detail for example, by Proctor and
Monsees(1985) for Segment1. To date, design measures to mitigate risks associated with
methanehave included route re-alignment, the use of high density polyethylene (HDPE)
liners and gas monitoring systems, as described by Navin (1991).
2.2

Segments 1 and 2: Geologic and Geotechnical Conditions
Whereasthe focus of this report relates primarily to future tunneling plans, conditions

encountered during planning and construction of the existing SegmentOne and Twotunnels
are briefly summarizedfor comparativeand reference purposes in later sections of the
report.
2.2.1

Segment 1

The following summaryis primarily drawn from a paper by Escandonet al. (1992).
Segment1 involved construction of 4.4 miles of subwayin the downtownarea of Los
Angeles. The geologic conditions along the alignment are shown in Figure 2.4. Holocene
YoungerAlluviumassociated with the Los Angeles River flood plain underlies most of the
downtownarea and was encountered in over 33 percent of all tunnel and station excavations.
The younger alluvial deposits consist of dense granular sands and gravels with cobbles and
boulders near the Los AngelesRiver and numerousstiff fine-grained silt and clay interbeds.
Pleistocene Older Alluvium, consisting of dense fine to mediumsands and gravelly sands
with somesilt and clay interbeds, also blankets portions of the alignment but was
encounteredin less than 2 percent of all excavations.
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Siltstone, claystone, and sandstone bedrock of the Fernandoand Puente Formations
underlie the alluvial deposits in the downtownarea. The bedrock was encountered in
approximately65 percent of the all tunnel and station excavations and is generally thick-tothin-bedded and contains local hard cementedbeds and concretionary nodules. Both bedrock
units have the engineering properties of hard cohesive soils and are considered soft-ground
tunneling materials due to their general excavation character and relatively low unconfined
compressive strength. The transition from Fernando to Puenete Formation is recognized by
a nearly 100-foot-thick zone of diatomaceousshale with interbedded siltstone at the
stratigraphic top of the Puente Formation.
Groundwaterencountered on the Project is associated with the Los Angeles Forebay
Area and occurs primarily within the youngerand older alluvial deposits. The alluvial
deposits serve as a pervious free groundwaterreservoir resting upon the underlying
relatively impermeableFernando and Puente Formations. Groundwaterlevels at the eastern
portion of the project near the Los Angeles River were measuredwithin 20 feet to 25 feet
below the ground surface prior to construction. Site dewatering was performedin this area
prior to tunnel and station excavation. Groundwaterlevels throughout the remainder of the
segmentwere generally below the tunnel invert elevation except for perched groundwaterat
the base of the older alluvium on Contracts A171and A175and local seeps within the
bedrockalong joints and interbeds.
Dueto construction in "gassy" or potentially "gassy" ground, tunnels are completely
encased in a high-density polyethylene membrane,as described by Navin (1991). Chemical
grouting was used on Contract A 146, where excessive ground losses through the tunnel
faces were observed to be occurring in cohesionless sand deposits at or abovethe tunnel
crown. The chemical grouting program is described in detail by Robison and Wardell
(1991).
2.2.2

Segment 2

Segment2 of the Metro Red Line was divided into two construction phases, namely
the Wilshire Corridor and the Vermont/HollywoodCorridor. The Wilshire Corridor is
discussed in detail by Stirbys et al. (1992). A brief summaryof subsurface conditions
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encountered in the Vermont/Hollywood
Corridor extracted from a report by the Earth
TechnologyCorporation (1990), is given below.
The Phase II alignment can be subdivided into two alignment portions, the Vermont
Avenue alignment and the Hollywood Boulevard alignment. The Vermont Avenue
alignment portion extends from the Wilshire/VermontStation, and extends north along
VermontAvenueto the VermontAvenue/HollywoodBoulevard intersection (near Barnsdall
Park). The HollywoodBoulevard alignment extends from the end of the VermontAvenue
alignment, west along HollywoodBoulevard to the Hollywood/HighlandStation.
Generalized cross sections are shownin Figures 2.5 and 2.6.
In general, the subsurface stratigraphy along the VermontAvenuealignment consists
of shallow fill zones and Old Alluvium overlying the Puente Formation bedrock. The depth
of Old Alluviumranges from approximately1 foot to 40 feet, except in the vicinity of the
VermontAvenue/LaMirada Street intersection where an alluvial valley with a depth of
about 80 feet or more is encountered. The Old Alluviumgenerally consists of interspersed
layers of dense to very dense granular soils (gravelly, silty, and clayey sand, sandysilt, and
thin zones of gravel) and stiff to very hard fine-grained soil (silty and sandy clay, and clayey
silt.
Alongthe VermontAvenuealignment, a major portion of the station and tunnel
excavation is located within the Puente Formation. This formation consists predominantly of
stratified silty claystone, clayey siltstone, and sandy siltstone with thin, weaklycemented
sandstone interbeds. In general, the materials, exhibit moreclay content, fewer sandstone
interbeds, thicker highly weathered and oxidized zones, and becomeweakerand less
permeable as the alignment movesnorth.
The subsurface conditions near the east end of the HollywoodBoulevard alignment are
similar to those encountered in the VermontAvenuealignment portion. Because of a gentle
down-dippingof the Puente Formationbedrock to the west, the stratigraphy within the
station and tunnel depths and in the area west of the HollywoodBoulevard/KenmoreAvenue
intersection consists of shallow fill zones and YoungAlluviumoverlying Old Alluvium.
The fill and Old Alluviummaterials are similar to those encountered in the VermontAvenue
alignment. The YoungAlluvium consists of interspersed layers of medium-denseto dense
W-7101-01
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sand, silty and clayey sand, with occasional zones or lenses of gravelly sandy and sandy
gravel, and stiff to very stiff clayeysilt andsilty clay.
Groundwaterlevels along the Phase II alignment generally reflect the ground surface
topography. Groundwaterlevels in the VermontAvenuealignment were reported to be
approximately 4 feet to 35 feet below the ground surface and are above the planned tunnel
inverts. The groundwaterlevels within the HollywoodBoulevard alignment are generally
located within the Old Alluviumand are generally at or below the planned station and tunnel
inverts, except in the vicinity of the east end of the alignment, wheregroundwaterlevels are
either within the Puente Formationor abovethe tunnel invert.
The knownboundaries of the Los Angeles City Oil Field traverses the alignment
(Vermont Avenuebetween Second and Fourth Streets). The Earth Technology report
commentsthat available data indicate that the VermontAvenuealignment and the alignment
portion in the vicinity of BamsdallPark can be classified as "gassy" and elsewhere along the
HollywoodBoulevardas "potentially gassy."
2.3

Segment3 - Geologic and Geotechnical Conditions

Segment3 comprises three legs, the North Hollywood, Mid-City, and Eastern
Extension Segments. The North Hollywoodleg is described in two parts, namely (1) the
hard rock portion from the Hollywood/Highlandstation through the Santa MonicaMountains
to the Universal City station, and (2) the San FernandoValley leg from Universal City
North Hollywood(see Figure 2.7).
2.3.1

Segment 3: Santa Monica Mountains

The geologic conditions likely to be encountered during tunnel construction through the
Santa MonicaMountainsare described in detail in a Geotechnical Investigation Report
prepared by The Earth TechnologyCorporation (1993) and in the Geotechnical Design
SummaryReport (Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade and Douglas, 1994). This brief summary
based on material presented in these reports.
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As-built construction records for two existing tunnels in the near vicinity to the
proposed MTAtunnel (namely, the Los Angeles Sewer Tunnel and the Metropolitan Water
District (MWD)
HollywoodTunnel) assist considerably in the assessment of geologic
conditions, and provide valuable insights to construction conditions likely to be encountered,
including groundwaterinflows.
The tunnels will be driven through eight different bedrock units encompassingthree
different rock types namelyplutonic (granitics), volcanics (basalt), and various sedimentary
rocks (conglomeratesto siltstone/shale). Thestratigraphic sequenceof rock units and their
relative thickness are shownin Figure 2.8. Contacts betweenrock strata dip to the
north/northeast at angles of about 40 to 60°. Boundaries between units include conformable,
nonconformable,and fault contacts.
In general, the subsurface conditions along the tunnel alignment can be divided into six
reaches based on similar geologic units, rock types, and anticipated ground behavior. These
reaches (as described in the Earth Technologyreport) are defined from south to north (oldest
to youngest) in Table 2.2. For tunneling consideration, geologic conditions and features of
each of the reaches were compiled and tabulated by Earth Technologyas shownin
Tables 2.3 through 2.5. The geologic formations in the Santa MonicaMountains are not
expected to contain oil or gas. Monitoringprogramsduring drilling investigations, produced
no traces of organic vapors.
Withreference to Tables 2.3 through 2.5, the following specific fault zone features are
noted:
Reach 1:

The HollywoodFault zone is encountered at the south end of the reach.
Nearly decomposedand intensely sheared rock is anticipated for a few
hundred feet north of the zone. The fault forms a groundwaterbarrier
generating at least 186 feet of groundwaterelevation difference across the
fault.

Reach 2:

Contains about a 15 feet wide highly sheared fault zone. The
groundwatertable is about 700 feet above the tunnel crown.
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Reach 6:

The Benedict CanyonFault zone is crossed at the north end of the reach.
The width of the sheared and gouge zone is unknown.Bedrock
overburdenrapidly reduces in the area. The possibility of encountering
young alluvium and groundwater beneath the Hollywoodfreeway is
noted.

The presence of large boulders within the Chico, Simi, and TopangaFormation
conglomerates is also noted, leading to possible problemswith TBMcutters.
Measuredgroundwaterlevels in 1991 to 1993 (as reported by Earth Technology,
1993) indicated elevations ranging from a minimum
of 53 feet and 128 feet above the tunnel
crown on the north and south flanks of the mountains to a maximum
of 758 feet near the
mountaincrest. It is also noted that the groundwatersystem responds rapidly to recharge
from rainfall, and that near surface recharge is in hydraulic communicationwith
groundwaterat tunnel depth. Hydrostatic pressure measurementsindicated vertical
continuity throughout the rock mass, most likely through the frequent rock discontinuities.
2.3.2

Segment 3: North Hollywood Tunnel

The geological and geotechnical conditions likely to be encountered in the tunnel
segment between Universal City and North Hollywoodare described in the Geotechnical
SummaryReport (Converse Consultants, 1993). The brief summarybelow is based on this
report.
BedrockSection: 876 feet of the tunnel, leaving from the north end of the Universal
City Station, will occur in the weak bedrock of the TopangaFormation and below the water
table. Bedrockat tunnel grade is described as weatheredand very low strength claystone,
siltstone and some sandstone strata. Averagethickness of bedrock above the crownis
10 feet. Permeablesandstone beds 1 inch to 1-foot-thick and dipping 20° to 40° are
interspersed with the impermeablesiltstone and claystone strata. Groundwaterlevel is at 20
to 30 feet abovethe crownand is in recent channel deposits of the Los Angeles River.
Mixed-FaceBedrock/AlluviumSection: About 1,000 feet of the tunnel will
encounter mixed face conditions. Bedrock is the TopangaFormation described above. The
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alluvium consists primarily of fine grained older channel deposits below the groundwater
table, whichaverages 20 feet above the crown.
Alluvial Section: The final 8,632 feet of the tunnel (movingnorth) comprises
heterogeneous and non-uniform younger and older alluvium. This reach is above the
regional groundwatertable. The upper 45 to 50 feet of alluvium consists primarily of sands,
silty sands, and gravelly sands. Underlyingalluvium consists primarily of gravelly sands
and sandy gravels, some of which contain cobbles and boulders.
2.3.3 Segment 3: Eastside

Extension

The geological and geotechnical conditions likely to be encountered during tunnel
excavations for the proposed Eastside extension, have been presented in a preliminary
Geotechnical Investigation Report by Geotransit Consultants (1994). Weunderstand that
further geotechnical investigations are continuing to provide additional subsurface data
needed for final design. The brief summarygiven below is largely drawn from the above
report.
Thetunnel alignment (see Figure 2.9) is located along the southern flank of the
Repetto Hills area of the Los Angeles Basin. Planned tunnel and station excavation will be
within the Youngand Old Alluvial deposits of the Holoceneand Pleistocene ages and the
Tertiary bedrock units of the Fernandoand Puente Formations.
The YoungAlluviumwithin the Western Portion of the alignment (Figure 2.9)
reported as heterogeneous, consisting of predominantlycoarse-grained materials ranging
from sand to gravels with local zones of cobbles and boulders (to 4 feet in size). Occasional
layers of fine-grained soil (sandy clay and clayey silt) are also present. The alluviumin the
eastern portion of the alignment is predominately Old Alluvium, with YoungAlluvium
occurring locally within intermittent drainage courses. The alluvium is reported as being
very heterogeneous, comprisingfine-grained materials (clays-silts) and sand and gravels with
occasional cobbles and boulders. Bedrock units of the Fernando and Puente Formation
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underlying the alluvium, are found locally west of Boring PE-17(see Figure 2.9). The
bedrockwill consist primarily of low strength siltstones and claystones with localized layers
of hard calcareous interbeds to 4.5 feet thick and hard conretionary nodules 2 to 18 inches in
size.
Groundwaterlevels are reported to be likely at or belowplanned tunnel inverts east
of Boring PE-14 and within or above inverts west boring PE-17, except between borings
PE-18and PE-25. Additional investigations are planned to check the complexnature of
hydrological conditions in the latter region. Available data suggests potential soil and
groundwater contamination with hydrocarbons and H2Sbetween Union Station and the
vicinity of borings PE-18and PE-29. At this location, there is a "bedrock high" that may
be acting as a geologic barrier to H2Sand groundwatercontamination.
2.3.4

Segment 3: Mid-City Extension

The alignment for the proposed Mid-City extension to the Red Line (between the
Wilshire/Western and the Pico/San Vicente Stations) is shownin Figure 2.10. The focus of
ongoingstudies related to this alignmentare primarily related to the presence of H2S.
Backgroundto ongoing studies regarding construction options and H2Shazard evaluations is
described in a report by Engineering ManagementConsultant (July 1994) and in
publication by Ellioff et al. (1995). The commentsbelow are largely drawnfrom the above
publications.
Anearlier alignment along Wilshire Boulevard was abandonedfollowing a methane
explosion in a poorly ventilated store near the alignment in 1985, and resulted in the
establishment of an exclusion or potential risk zone (see Figure 2.10). The present
alignment was considered the best alternative following a gas monitoring program.
However,environmental and geotechnical investigations conducted in 1993 found higher H2S
concentrations then previously measured. This led to an ongoing re-assessment study
focusing on issues of and options for undergroundconstruction and operation in the presence
of H2Sand also on determining the geographical extent of gases to the west of the Pico/San
Vicente station.
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The geologic profile for the Mid-Cityextension is shownin Figure 2.11. The profile
comprisesartificial fill, Youngerand Older AlluviumFormations(sands, silts, clays and
gravels; which include perched groundwater at various depths), the LakewoodFormation
(silts and silty gravels), the San Pedro Formation(very dense fine to mediumgrained sands
including a zone of perched groundwater), and the Fernando Formation (massive siltstones
with sandstone interbeds). The FernandoFormation is below the depth of potential tunnel
inverts. The San Pedro Formation is the major source of H2Salong the alignment. The less
permeable LakewoodFormation provides a barrier to gas flow.
As H2Sis toxic at relatively low concentrations and has an odor threshold at
extremely low concentrations, the re-assessment study has been evaluating three alternative
elevation alignments to overcomethe problem, as illustrated in Figure 2.12. As levels of
odor are expected to reduce with distance above the San Pedro Formation, alternatives
include a raised alignment, a bored/cut-and-cover tunnel with cut-and-cover stations, and a
bored/cut and cover tunnel with raised stations. Additional ongoing studies include further
field and laboratory testing to obtain moreinformation on the presence and characteristics of
gasses, gas reservoir modeling, handling and disposal of excavated soil, and hazard
mitigation evaluations.
While the primary focus of attention has been on the Mid-Cityextension, other
complementarystudies have also addressed potential gas concerns for further alternative
route extensions west of the Pico/San Vicente station to the intersection of Wilshire
Boulevard and the 405 freeway. Figure 2.13 shows the Mid-City extension and alternative
routes for western extensions of the RedLine. (Ellioff et al., 1995).
Figure 2.14 showsa simplified geologic cross section for the northernmost study
segment. Traveling westward, the stratigraphy changes significantly and reported gas
incidents diminish. Results from gas sampling using the Cone Penetrometer indicate that
H2Sis not present west of Fairfax Avenue.
2.4

Proposed San Fernando Extension: Geologic and Geotechnical Conditions
Weunderstand that conceptual studies for the final alignment and configuration of the

proposed San Fernando Valley East-West Rapid Transit Project are still

ongoing. To
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support these studies, only limited geotechnical investigations have been performedto date.
The commentsgiven below have been summarizedfrom a report documenting a prepreliminary engineering study by Engineering ManagementConsultant (September 1994).
The proposed alignment is shown in Figure 2.15 and commencesfrom the North
Hollywoodstation, movingwest 13.9 miles through the Valley to the Topangastation. A
numberof options are being considered, combining both abovegroundand underground
segments. Oneof the alternative options is shown, for example, in Figure 2.16.
The alignment is dominatedby YoungAlluvial deposits as shownin Figure 2.17.
Groundwaterlevels are low over the first 10 miles starting at North Hollywood,and are
below the zone of influence for tunnel construction. Over the remaining western segment,
groundwaterlevels are higher than planned tunnel inverts in localized areas. It is reported
that large boulders (up to 4 feet in size) could be encounteredin the eastern tunnel segment,
and some mixedface conditions could be encountered near the Topangastation (planned to
be cut-and-cover). Nonatural undergroundhydrocarbons have been detected in test borings.
2.5

Seismic Environment

Los Angelesis located in an area of high seismic potential that has experienced
strong ground shaking from numerouslarge earthquakes in historical times. To provide the
frameworkfor establishing seismic design criteria for the Segment1,2, and 3 of the tunnel
alignments, a comprehensivestudy of the geologic structures and active faults capable of
generating major earthquakes in the Los Angeles region is reported by Converse Consultants
(1983). The seismicity of these structures expressed as the expected recurrence
earthquakes exceedingspecified magnitudeswasalso studied, leading to probabilistic
estimates of ground shaking level along tunnel alignments. Surface faults having the most
significant impact on the tunnel alignments in terms of groundshaking potential included the
Hollywood, Santa Monica and Malibu Coast Faults, and the Raymondand Newport
InglewoodFaults.
As a result of research over the past decade, further insight as to the nature of
geologic structures impacting the earthquake potential of the Los Angelesregion has been
obtained (Dolan et al., 1995). In particular, the blind thrust fault systems (that do not
W-7101-01
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the ground surface) underlying the San Fernando Basin, the Santa MonicaMountains and the
Los Angeles Basin (Elysian Park thrust fault) are also nowrecognized as being a major
earthquake threat to the Los Angelesmetropolitan area. A blind thrust fault was responsible
for the Northridge earthquake. Current thinking related to the seismic hazard in the Los
Angeles region is documentedin publications by the WorkingGroupon California
Earthquake Probabilities (1995), Peterson and Wesnousky(1994) and Dolan et. al. (1995).
The California Division of Minesand Geologyhave recently published draft probabilistic
seismic hazard maps for Southern California based on these more re~nt studies. It is
recommended
that these studies be reviewed to update the 1983 Converse study prior to
developing seismic design criteria for proposed newtunnel alignments.
No active faults were identified along alignments for Segments1 and 2. However,
Segment3 crosses the HollywoodFault and future westward extensions maycross the Santa
MonicaFault, both identified as active. TheEastside Extension fault investigations have not
uncoveredany clear expressions of near--surface strike-slip faulting along tunnel alignments
(Geotransit Consultants, 1994). However,studies to date have indicated that the
asymmetrical fold comparingthe Coyote Pass Escarpment, which intersects the alignment, is
a potentially active tectonic structure. The escarpmentcould be uplifted during a future
earthquake on an underlying blind thrust structure. Studies are continuing on the nature and
magnitudeof such an uplift, which could impact the design of proposed tunnels when
crossing the escarpment.
2.6

Performance of Tunnels in Past Earthquakes
The potentially damagingeffects of earthquakes on undergroundtunnel structures can

attributed to either effects arising from groundshaking or those arising from groundfailure.
The latter effects include failures arising from permanentground displacement due to slope
instability, liquefaction-induced ground movement,fault displacement, and tectonic uplift or
subsidence.
A literature survey was undertaken to compile available data on the performanceof
tunnels in past earthquakes. Use was madeof the National Center for Earthquake
Engineering (NCEER)computer-based search system and personal contacts. Often-cited
publications documentingearthquake performance include papers by Dowdingand Rozen
W-7101-01
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(1978), Owenand Scholl (1981), and Sharma and Judd (1991). Performance data from
above publications has been summarizedby Wang(1993).
The report by Sharmaand Judd documents observations from 192 tunnels and from
78 earthquakes covering a variety of ground conditions (rock through alluvium), support
types (unlined through reinforced concrete), and cover depths. Cited damagecategories
range from slight to moderateand heavy, but are not clearly defined in the paper. It is
assumedthat heavydamageimplies collapse or partial collapse of a portion of the tunnel,
whereas slight to moderatedamageimplies spalling of rocks or concrete lining, or observed
deformationof supports or lining.
Of the 192 tunnels, 98 were reported as undamaged.Of the remaining 94 tunnels
reported as damaged,22 are reported as suffering heavy damage. Of the 9 reinforced
concrete tunnels damaged,3 are reported as being heavily damaged.Unfortunately, the
Sharmaand Judd study does not differentiate damagearising from faulting and ground
shaking, nor do they indicate whether undergroundtunnels are bored or cut-and-cover
structures. Cut-and-covertunnels are potentially morevulnerable to damage,while it is
clearly difficult to prevent damageto tunnels crossing faults. As expected, the survey does
shownthat increased damageis correlated with increased groundshaking intensity, and that
tunnels in alluvium are moresusceptible to damagethan those in rocks.
NCEER
has recently undertaken a major research study on tunnel performance during
earthquakes for the Federal HighwayAdministration (FHWA),as part of a major research
contract on the seismic design of highwaystructures. This study, Power(1995), which
presently only partially complete, is re-examiningthe Sharmaand Judd database to clarify
fault displacement versus ground shaking performance and is improving documentation on
likely ground acceleration levels. The study is also documentingtunnel performance during
more recent earthquakes, including the 1989 LomaPrieta, 1994 Northridge, and 1995 Kobe
earthquakes.
The draft NCEER
study documents severe damageto four Southern Pacific Railroad
tunnels (unreinforced concrete lining) during the 1952 KemCounty earthquake, where
accelerations were estimated to be on the order of 0.8 g. However,this damageis
considered as fault-rupture related. During the 1972 San Fernando earthquake (M 6.6) only
W-7101-01
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slight or no damagewas reported to several unlined rock tunnels and reinforced concretelined tunnels where estimated peak ground accelerations ranged from 0.57 to 0.76 g. The
performance of tunnels in more recent earthquakes, as documentedin the draft NCEER
study, is summarizedbelow.
2.6.1

Loma Prieta Earthquake

The NCEER
draft study reports no recorded earthquake-induced structural damageto
tunnels (including the BART
tunnels) during the 1989 M7.1 LomaPrieta earthquake.
Estimated ground accelerations at most tunnel locations were less than 0.2 g. However,one
timber-lined tunnel located 11 miles from the fault was subjected to accelerations of about
0.4 g.
2.6.2

Northridge Earthquake

The Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA)had two trains in operation at the time
the earthquake in a pre-operation inspection mode(Schiff, 1994). Subwaytunnels for the
Redline have sensors installed to measureground accelerations. At 0.1 g, a warning is
issued to trains and at 0.2 g, all trains are stopped. Anacceleration of 0.27 g wasrecorded
during the Northridge event. Nostructural damagewas observed in tunnels and there was
also no damageto the Vermont/Hollywood
Boulevard tunnels under construction at the time
of the earthquake.
The NCEER
draft study documents the performance of 53 tunnels during the 1994
6.7 Northridge earthquake, including Metropolitan Water District (MWD),Southern Pacific
Railroad (SPRR), and Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP)
tunnels.
significant structural damageto tunnels due to earthquake shaking has been identified in the
study to date. Examplesof tunnels which were severely shaken include the MWD
Balboa
inlet tunnels (concrete, reinforced concrete, and steel-lined sections; estimated ground
acceleration 0.57 g), the LADWP
LAAqueduct #1 (concrete lining; estimated ground
acceleration 0.57 g), and the SPRRChatsworth tunnels (estimated ground acceleration
0.43 g).
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2.6.3

Kobe Earthquake

The 1995 M6.9 Kobeearthquake severely damagedthe rail transportation network in
Kobe,primarily the elevated rail structures and the stations. However,to date, there have
been no reports of structural damageto concrete-lined, bored tunnels, including two long
tunnels under Rokkomountain which were constructed around 1964 for the Bullet Train.
The NCEER
draft study is still compiling more specific data on the performance of bored
tunnels. Power(1995) reports that an NTI’ phone company4-meter diameter shield tunnel
in soil performedwell, and that a letter from the President of Japan’s TunnelingAssociation
indicates only "globally slight damage"to bored tunnels.
In contrast to the lack of damagereports to bored tunnels, severe damagehas been
reported (O’Rourke[1995], EQE[1995]) to underground sections and stations of the Kobe
Rapid Transit Railway, which were constructed using cut-and-cover methods. Stations and
running tunnels are reinforced-concrete, box structures with center columnsseparating
inbound and outbound trains. The depth of the cover is about 15 to 25 feet.
The most serious damagewas the collapse of the Daikai Station and structural
damageto reinforced-concrete supporting columns. Groundacceleration levels have been
estimated at about 0.6 g. Representative cross-sections showingthe collapsed station and a
tunnel section are shownin Figure 2.18. The central reinforced concrete columnsat the
station failed, apparently due to a combinationof vertical and shear loading, causing
subsidence at the street surface. Only nominal confining steel was present in the columns
(O’Rourke, 1995).
The cut-and-cover construction for the Daikai Station involved a braced excavation
supported by sheet piles. Thesheet piles were left in place whenthe walls of the station
were cast, leaving about a 10 inch gap betweenthe walls and sheet piles. The narrow gap
did not allow for compactionof the sandy fill which was loose-dumpedin the gap.
Reconnaissance observation of damageto the running tunnels, reported by O’Rourke
(1995), is consistent with the illustration (to an exaggeratedscale) shownin Figure 2.18.
Shear distortion of the box structure is the result of transient earthquake-inducedshear
deformationof the soil. This type of deformation leads to the developmentof plastic hinges
W-7101-01

at columnand wall connections with the roof and base. The shear distortion and related
hinge formation, coupled with increased loads from vertical accelerations and the lack of
lateral passive pressure support from the loose back-fill (which mayhave liquefied), appear
to have caused the columncollapses at the Daikai Station. A report by EQE(1995) suggests
that the station mayhave behavedalmost as a free-standing structure due to the possible lack
of lateral passive pressure support.
In summary,based on the above survey, bored tunnels (either unlined rock tunnels or
tunnels in alluvial ground constructed with reinforced-concrete linings) have performed
exceptionally well in past earthquakes, including very strong earthquakes with estimated
peak ground accelerations up to the order of 0.8 g. No case has been identified where
structural damagehas occurred from ground shaking effects. The only cases where major
damagehas occurred can be related to tunnels crossing faults where the earthquake has
generated relative displacementacross the fault. In the case of tunnels (or stations)
constructed using cut-and-cover methods, severe damagehas been observed, such as that
described above in the Kobeearthquake. However,the reasons for this damagecan be
related to the seismic design methodsused, as discussed in paragraph 2.7 below.
2.7

Seismic Design Philosophy

It is clear from the historical record documentingthe performanceof tunnels in past
earthquakes, that tunnels are less vulnerable to earthquakes than abovegroundstructures.
Whereasabovegroundstructures mayamplify ground accelerations due to dynamic response
and are subject to earthquake-inducedlateral inertial loads, tunnel structures undergo
displacement imposedon them by the oscillations of the surrounding ground. Hencethe
effects of ground shaking on tunnel performanceis best evaluated by considering the
distortions imposedon the tunnel lining by ground motions. In addition, as for aboveground
structures, the earthquake performanceof tunnels must consider the potential for damage
arising from active faults intersecting the tunnel alignment and from large ground
deformationsinducedby liquefaction of saturated alluvial sediments or by slope instability.
In order to establish earthquake design criteria for tunnels whichtake into account the
aboveeffects, it is necessary to first define the seismic environmentsurroundingthe tunnel
alignmentand, secondly, define acceptable risk levels for design. Thelatter risk levels in
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turn define earthquake ground motion parameters for design. The seismic environment for
existing and proposed MTA
tunnels is described in Section 2.5. The design risk levels and
ground motion parameters adopted to date for the MTAtunnel alignments are described in
reports by ConverseConsultants (1983), Metro Rail Transit Consultants (1964) and
summarizedby Monseesand Merritt (1991).
Twolevels of earthquakes are being considered for the design:
(1) An Operating Design Earthquake (ODE), where damage would be minimal
the overall system will continue to operate normally. The ODEis defined as an earthquake
event which has a return period of several hundred years and can reasonably be expected to
occur during a 100 year facility design line. A peak ground acceleration of 0.3g has been
assigned to this event (note that accelerations of this order were recorded in the Segment
Onetunnel during the Northridge Earthquake, with essentially no damage).
(2) A Maximum
Design Earthquake (MDE),where critical items continue
function to maintain public safety and to prevent catastrophic failure and loss of life. The
MDEis defined as an earthquake event which has a return period of several thousand years.
Suchan event has a small probability of exceedancein the facility life, and wasassigned a
peak ground acceleration of 0.6g.
2.7.1

Ground Shaking Hazard

In checking the seismic performanceof tunnel linings for the above ground shaking
levels, three tunnel deformation mechanismsinduced by the action of seismic wavesare
considered in the design procedures adopted for the MTAproject (Metro Rail Transit
Consultants [1984]) as shownschematically in Figure 2.19.
(1) Axial deformations
(2) Curvature deformation
(3) Ovaling or Racking deformation
Rackingdeformations of box sections used for cut-and-cover tunnel stations are also
considered.
W-7101-01
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In analyzing the earthquake-induced deformations, the design philosophy is based on
the provision of sufficient structural ductility in the tunnel lining without losing the capacity
to carry the static loading from the overburden. That it, the deformations can occur without
the lining losing its structural integrity. This approachto seismic design of tunnels is
presently considered the state of the art and is described in moredetail by Wang(1991).
With respect to the damageto cut-and-cover box section tunnels and the Daikai
Station described in Section 2.6, O’Rourke(1995) notes that seismic design procedures
considered only dynamicearth pressures (coupled with a seismic coefficient of 0.1-0.15) and
not racking deformations under maximum
ground acceleration levels, as described above.
Hencethe structures whichwere extensively damaged,had insufficient ductility to
accommodatethe earthquake imposed ground distortions.
Wenote that the report on "Investigation of Structural Integrity of Los Angeles
Metro Red Line Tunnels, Segment1" by Cording, et. al. (1994) documentsan extensive
analytical study of tunnel distortions imposed by the ODEand MDEdesign earthquakes.
This report was commissionedby the MTA
to evaluate the structural integrity of tunnel
linings with thicknesses less than 12 inches. Thereport notes that the 12 inch dimension
wasestablished by constructability considerations, and is well in excess of that required to
carry static ground levels. Seismic resistance analyses are hence carded out as a
performancecheck rather than to establish a design lining thickness.
Cordinget. al. (1995) reports on seismic analyses for both unreinforced and
reinforced liners with thicknesses ranging from 6 to 18 inches. Earthquake-induced
longitudinal strains were shownto be at the samelevel as concrete shrinkage strains that
have already produced transverse cracks in the lining. During ground motions, cracks
wouldopen and close, possibly resulting in local fracturing but not structural damage.The
report notes that "both thick and thin lining sections are able to accommodate
large
distortions, well beyond those imposedby the MDEwithout crushing" and that "the reserve
distortion capacity of the concrete lining was at least twice that occurring at the MDE."The
analyses hence reinforce the conclusions drawnin Section 2.6 in relation to the lack of
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observed structural damageto bored tunnel linings even in very strong earthquakes with
peak groundaccelerations of the order of 0.8g. These levels of acceleration could be
expected for example, from a Northridge-like M6.7earthquake beneath the city of
Los Angeles.
2.7.2 Fault Displacement
Noactive faults were identified along the alignments for Segments1 and 2.
However,Segment3 crosses the HollywoodFault and future eastward extensions maycross
the Santa MonicaFault, both identified as active. Anticipated fault displacement during
MDEevents on these faults were estimated as 4.5 and 6.6 feet for magnitude6.5 and 7.0
events on the Hollywoodand Santa MonicaFaults, respectively. These displacements are
discussed further by Metro Rail Consultants (1984) and have been adopted for design
considerations.
Designphilosophyfor fault crossings recognizes that it is difficult to prevent damage
in a strong earthquake, given the magnitudeof fault displacements. The general design
philosophynowwidely accepted for fault crossings is to "overbore" the tunnel, so that if the
maximum
design earthquake-induceddisplacement occurs, the tunnel is still of sufficient
diameter to fulfill its function after repairs. Theoverboredsection is taken through the fault
zone with transition zones narrowing to the regular tunnel diameter. The overbored sections
are bacldilled with easily re-minable and crushable material such as "cellular" concrete.
Such an approach was adopted for the North Outfall ReplacementSewer Project Tunnel
whencrossing the NewportInglewood Fault, and is being adopted for the proposed Segment
3 HollywoodFault crossing.
As discussed in Section 2.5, the Eastside Extension Fault Investigations have not
uncoveredany clear expressions of near-surface strike-slip faulting that wouldresult in
abrupt displacement across tunnels. However,the studies to date (Geotechnical Consultants,
July 1994) have indicated that the CoyotePass Escarpmentis a potentially active tectonic
structure. The proposed alignment crosses the escarpment in three locations. The
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escarpmenttakes the form of an asymmetricalfold, arising from underlying thrust faults.
Uplift from a potential future earthquake could lead to tunnel flexure. The nature of the
uplift and the magnitudeof possible structural effects on the tunnel together with any needed
remedial design measuresare still under study.
2.7.3 Liquefaction
Grounddeformations a_rising from potential earthquake-inducedliquefaction of loose
saturated alluvial sediments wouldclearly be of design concern. Investigation methodsto
identify liquefaction potential in relation to design levels of groundacceleration are well
established. Fortunately, studies to date have indicated the absence of significant
liquefaction concerns along existing and proposed alignments.
In summary,the earthquake design philosophy and analysis methods adopted for
MTA
tunnels, reflect state of the art thinking and systematically address potential hazards
induced by major seismic events, including those with a low probability of occurrence in the
designlife.
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3.0

AVAILABLE TUNNELING TECHNOLOGIES

Thoughin manywaystunneling remains an art, over the last three or four decades tunneling
has developed from the stage of empirical craftsmanship to a stage closer to engineering
science. This has been mainly due to the application of rock and soil mechanicsprinciples
to tunnel behavior and to the developmentof highly advanced tunnel boring machines
(TBM).
Onthe theoretical side, the application of rock and soil mechanicsprinciples to the behavior
of ground around a tunnel has enabled engineers to explain the response of ground to tunnel
excavation and thus to develop design approaches which are valid and applicable in general
terms. Onthe practical side, the developmentof sophisticated TBMs,closely linked to
advancementsin mechanical, hydraulic, and computerengineering, opened up possibilities
for economical and safe tunneling through adverse ground conditions previously considered
unfeasible or certainly impractical or uneconomical.
Thepurpose of this section is to review the current state of various tunneling technologies as
they exist worldwidetoday and to critically discuss their advantages and limitations. This
will be done considering the main criteria applied in design and construction of a tunnel
project, namely:
1. Compatibility of a tunneling technology with the ground.
2.

The economicsof a tunneling system.

3. Loadson and structural adequacyof the lining.
4.

Groundcontrol, ground displacements, and surface settlements.

Unlike with most other civil engineering structures (bridges, dams, high buildings) the
design of a tunnel must inherently involve considerations about the tunneling methodand
technology to be applied and about its compatibility with the given ground. The economics
of a tunneling system is a logical follow-up, which dependsto a large degree on the right
decision madeabout the system itself. The design criteria, whoseprime purpose is to
safeguard performanceand safety of the structure from the owner’spoint of view, are also
to a large degree dependenton the tunneling system selected.
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In selecting the system one has to keep in mindthat there are basically two approachesto
soft groundtunneling.
The tunneling system is selected to suit the given ground conditions (e.g., by one
of the tunnel boring machineswhich can control the face by applying a positive
pressure directly to the face), or
2.

The ground is conditioned (changed, altered, modified) to suit the given tunneling
technology(e.g., by dewatering, grouting, freezing, etc.)

Lookingat tunneling from a worldwideperspective, the trend in present day tunneling is
clearly towards the first approach-- to use a system whichcan successfully deal with all
expected variations in the groundwithout altering it. Oneof the reasons for this trend is
that a permanentor even a temporary change in ground conditions (e.g., grouting, freezing,
or dewatering) is often regarded as an environmental haTzrd or an ecologically harmful
infringement. The other major reason for the recent rapid developmentof tunneling
methodsbelongingto the first category listed aboveis their muchfaster rate of progress and
correspondinglylower final cost, particularly with long tunnels, driven through variable
ground conditions.
The trends outlined above are particularly strong in the case of subwaytunnels. These
tunnels are usually located at shallow depths, often in soft ground(formedby soils such as
clay, sand or gravel or their mixtures and seldomby hard rock) and in an urban
environmentsensitive to disturbances caused by tunneling. Underthese conditions, the
control of ground, that is, the minimalization of settlement and other ground displacements,
is a prime design and construction concern.
The present world scene in soft ground tunneling is almost entirely dominatedby two
technologies -- the NewAustrian Tunneling Method (NATM)and Tunnel Boring Machines
(TBM).Figure 3.1 schematically outlines this scene and the options it offers.
The principles of the NATM,
originally developed for hard rock, were transferred to and
modified for soil tunnels. The first knownapplication wasfor subwaytunnels in Frankfurt,
Germanyin 1969. In this method, rather than excavating and supporting the full face of the
tunnel as done with a TBM,the excavation is carried out in sequence of smaller sections of
the tunnel face. Eachsection is supported immediatelyafter its excavation by shotcrete in
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combination with steel reinforcement and ribs. The main advantageof the NATM
is its
flexible response to changingground-- if the tunnel face encounters a zone of moredifficult
ground, the numberof sequences can be increased or additionai ground control measures
(such as grouting, forepoling, etc.) introduced without major interference with the tunneling
operation. Also, the methodis very convenient in combinationwith field monitoring for the
ease with which any indicated new or changing support requirements can be immediately
applied by changes in sequencing and tunnel support.
A major advantageof NATM
is in its exceptional suitability for tunnels with unusual or
noncircular profile and for all types of tunnels of short length. In the latter case, this is
because the mobilization cost of the NATM
is only a fraction of the cost of a TBM.
However,as this methodis considerably slower than TBM,for longer tunnels it becomes
less economical.
Without ground conditioning, the NATM
can be applied only in uniformly competent
ground, i.e., in stiff to hard clays or soft rocks. In unstable ground the methodmust be
combinedwith ground stabilizing measures.
The Tunnel Boring Machinesfor soft ground can be divided into five categories, as
schematically shown on Figure 3.1. These include the Open Face TBM(OF TBM),the
Closed Face TBM(CF TBM),the Earth Pressure Balance TBM(EPB TBM), the Slurry
Pressure Balance TBM(SPB TBM)and the Air Pressure Balance TBM(APB TBM).
The OF TBM,in general, cannot provide any support at the face and as such can be used
only in continuously competentground where the excavated face can safely stay
unsupported, or it has to be combinedwith extensive ground conditioning.
The CF TBMsare of two basic types. Somemodels are equipped with diaphragm shutter
doors immediately behind the cutting wheel. These doors, which can be closed almost
instantly, are supposedto prevent flooding of the machinein case of sudden encounters with
waterbearing, unstable ground. But these doors can provide only very limited positive
support for the face and only while the machineis stopped. Forwardtunneling with the
diaphragmdoors closed is not possible. Other types of CF TBM
try to support the face with
breasting plates (orange-peel types, breasting tables, and other). However,none of these
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modelsare capable of supporting the face fully, continuously and efficiently. Thus, the CF
TBMsoffer only marginal improvement over the OF TBMs.CF TBMscannot be regarded
as part of the same category as the SPBand EBPTBMs.In less stable ground or below
groundwater level the CF TBMhas been often combined with ground conditioning or with
compressed air (APB TBM).
Compressedair tunneling, which used to be a very popular methodof tunneling since the
last century, is becomingphased out from the current scene. This is because of the cost and
technical requirementsassociated with use of air Out mainly because of the health safety
regulations that limit the time workers can work in the compressedair. The APBTBM
is
also extremely cumbersomein handling materials through the air locks.
The Slurry Pressure Balance TBM(SPB TBM)supports an unstable face hydraulically with
bentonite slurry. The slurry is kept under controlled pressure in a chamberat the front of
the TBM,sealed from the rest of the machine. The chamber, which also contains the
cutting wheel, is hydraulically connectedwith a separation plant at the surface. The
bentonite slurry is constantly circulated betweenthe tunnel face and the plant at surface.
Outgoingslurry transports the soil cuttings, which are then removedfrom the slurry at the
separation plant. Thestability and deformationat the face is maintained by adjusting the
pressure in the chamberto counteract the soil and water pressures. Sometimesthe pressure
is maintained by both slurry and air pressure as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The bentonite
slurry penetrates the soil ahead of the cutting wheel, forming a watertight membrane,against
which the chamberpressure acts. This pressure not only prevents a face failure, but it also
controls the soil displacementsat the face, thus settlement associated with shallow tunneling
can be effectively controlled and minimized. SPBTBMshave been used with considerable
success at numerousdifficult tunneling projects around the world (Babendererde, 1987).
Their disadvantageis the relatively complexcirculation and separation system for the
bentonite slurry.
This problem has been to a great degree eliminated with the developmentof the Earth
Pressure Balance TBM(Babendererde, 1991). The EPBTBMalso has a separate, sealed
and pressurized chamberat the front, filled with soil cuttings. Thepositive face pressure is
maintained by pushing these cuttings against the face by pressure exerted through the
cuttings from the bulkhead wall separating the front chamberfrom the rest of the machine.
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The cuttings are removedby a screw conveyor, along which the chamberpressure is
reduced to atmospheric level. The remainder of the spoil removal process is then of
conventional nature. Unlike with the SPBTBM,where the face pressure is exerted
hydraulically, the EPBTBM
generates this pressure mechanically through the soil particles
of the cuttings. Thus, the principles of earth pressure are in effect here, with the
dependence of the pressure on displacement. This means that, with the EPBTBM,the
pressure depends on the forward motion of the shield while with the SPBTBMit does not.
This maylead to problemswith face control in mixedface tunneling if one of the soil strata
is markedlystiffer than the other one. Becausethe displacement related to the forward
movementof the TBM
remains the samefor both layers, the softer layer generates less
pressure than the stiffer one. The lower pressure maybe insufficient for maintaining
stability, and in the case of sand, maylead to uncontrolled groundlosses. Nevertheless, in
uniform face tunneling the EPBTBMshave been proven highly successful in even the most
difficult ground conditions. Also, the EPBTBM
can handle the final spoil removal with
greater ease than the SPBTBM.For these reasons this category (EPBTBM)is gaining
greater acceptance than the SPB TBM.
To design and operate a tunneling system with a positive face control (particularly modern
EPBand SPBTBMs)one has to understand the complex interaction between the ground and
the pressurizing medium(Eisenstein and Ezzeldine, 1994). However,there is no question
that TBMswith positive ground control are superior to other tunneling techniques in
controlling stability and deformations of the groundabove the tunnel and as such are applied
more and more often on subwayprojects around the world (see Section 4.0).
In tunneling through hard rock, the methodsprevailing currently in practice are the Drill and
Blast (D&B), the NewAustrian Tunneling Method (NATM),and the Tunnel Boring
Machines(TBM)as schematically outlined in Figure 3.2.
The D&B
Technique, although not risk-free, is a tried and proven safe construction method
that is still widely used. Only a few decades ago it was prevalent in rock tunneling but is
nowbeing increasingly replaced by the TBMs.There are two reasons for this trend: TBMs
are moreeconomical while eliminating harsh construction conditions (noise, smoke,
vibrations, and vapor) associated with blasting.
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The NATM,
since its invention in the sixties, has becomethe dominant methodfor
constructing tunnels of noncircular cross-sections and for regular tunnels requiring special
ground treatment. With this method, the excavation is done by powerful roadheaders rather
than by blasting.
At least four NATM
projects around the world have experienced major collapses during the
last year or two. At one time, there was concern that the methoditself might be flawed
based on the circumstantial fact that so manyproblems had occurred with the NATM
within
such a short period of time. However,it is nowgenerally recognized that these problems
were related to howthe NATM
was implemented on each project rather than a problem with
the methoditself. Thus, although also not risk-free, NATM
is still considered a safe, viable
methodunder the proper circumstances.
The methodwhich currently shows the most rapid developmentand progress is the hard
rock TBM.The reasons for this are obvious: fast rate of advance, continuous operation,
minimum
disturbance of the surrounding ground and the possibility of installing ground
support as a part of the TBM
operation.
Therate of advanceis the single most important factor in controlling the cost of a tunnel,
particularly of a long one. A most significant improvementin the rate of advance has been
achieved by the introduction of the double shield TBM.Unlike the moreconventional single
shield machine, where the rate of advance is controlled by the "stop and go" nature of
alternate drilling and support installation, the double shield advancescontinuously, almost
without interruption. This is madepossible by separating the front part of the TBM
(the
drilling) from its tail (the lining installation). Thereaction neededto advancethe drilling
front is derived from a system of grippers installed betweenthe front and tail sections of the
TBM.The grippers are formed by a pair of symmetrical pads hydraulically expanded and
pressed against the tunnel wall. Somepossible configurations are shownin Figure 3.2.
Thusthe advance of the front is moreor less independentfrom the lining installation and
there is no "stop and go" cycle. Thus the rate of advance is almost double, comparedto
single shield TBM.However,to be an effective tunneling system, these grippers must be
designed to be compatible with geotechnical ground conditions (Eisenstein and Rossler,
1995).
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The current tunneling methodsand technologies, as briefly outlined, abeve are often
associated in design and construction with the Observational Method(OM). In this method
field observations of a tunnel under construction are used as a feedback for continuous
improvementor modifications of design for the remaining sections of the tunnel or for
similar tunnels to be excavated in the future (Peck, 1969). Thenecessary prerequisites for
an application of OMare the existence of a thorough monitoring system and of special
contractual arrangements, which allow the changes in design to be incorporated during
construction. The result of a judiciously applied OMis a safer and moreeconomical tunnel.
Tunnels, being line structures, are exceptionally well suited for the application of and the
benefits resulting from the OM.This is particularly true for longer tunnels excavated in
relatively homogeneousground. Observations madein the early parts of the tunnel
excavation can be evaluated and utilized for the forthcomingsections.
The Observational Methodcan be applied with all the tunneling methodsand technologies
described above. Traditionally, the OMhas been associated with the NATM.
However,
close monitoring and feedback is required with the other methodsas well, in particular with
the SPBand EPBTBMs,for more close pressure and soil displacement control.
The importance of these methodsin today’s urban tunneling is the subject of Section 4.0.
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4.0 WORLDWIDETUNNELING TEL-’HNOLOGIES
The purpose of this section is to summarizeexamplesof urban, shallow tunneling in
geological and geotechnical conditions similar to those encountered in the Los Angeles area.
Examplesare selected worldwide, however, with special emphasis on projects from the
United States, Canada, Europe, and Japan. Comparisonswill be madeparticularly for
conditions along the completed, currently constructed and planned segmentsof the Red Line.
The geological, geotechnical, and seismological conditions of the Los Angeles area and
along the Red Line alignment are reviewed and evaluated in Section 2.0 of this appendix.
Here, the ground conditions will be categorized from the tunneling point of view into three
categories:
Soft ground formed by soils of the Old and YoungAlluvium. This category
consists of interspersed layers of granular and fine-grained soils. Thegranular
soils are represented by sands and/or gravels with mediumto high density, with
variable content of fine-grained components(silt and clay). The fine-grained soils
are represented by clays and/or clayey silts of firm to hard consistency.
Bo

Soft rock of the Puente, Fernando, and TopangaFormations. This category
consists of stratified layers of claystone, siltstone, and sandstone. Theselayers
are characterized by low strength, with SPTblow count below 100. The upper
zone of about 20 feet is usually weatheredup to a soil-like condition resembling
the category of soft ground.
Hardrock consisting of three different types -- granitic rocks of plutonic origin,
basalt of volcanic origin, and sedimentaryrocks (conglomerates, siltstones, and
shales). This ground category has not been encountered on the L.A. Metro
project so far, but is expected to dominatetunneling through Santa Monica
mountains.

The groundwaterlevel varies between 4 to 35 feet below surface. This meansthat along
somesections of the alignmentthe water level lies within the tunnel profile or slightly
above, but seldomresults in significant pressure. As with most stratified sediments there are
also occasional perched water horizons. Fromthe tunneling point of view the three ground
categories can be characterized as follows:
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In Category A, tunneling can be done with fully satisfactory results using either TBMswith
positive face control or using the open face approach coupled with ground conditioning
(GC). The ground conditioning mayinclude chemical or cement grouting, mechanical
spiling, compactiongrouting, or forepoling. Only in the case of a homogeneouslayer 0f
stiff to hard clay can tunneling proceed with unsupportedfull face. Positive face control or
groundconditioning is necessary for all granular soils and for clays of mediumor softer
consistency.
Category B is generally considered to be tunneling "friendly." The soft rocks offer
sufficient stability and minimum
deformationeven in the case of open full face and, at the
sametime, allow the excavation to proceed with relatively low resistance to the cutting
mechanism.Because the sedimentary rocks are of very low permeability there are usually
no problems with groundwater control. Fortunately, a dual modeEPBTBMhas been
developed that can excavate Category B ground quickly and efficiently and yet can be
quickly converted to full earth pressure modewheneverCategory A ground is anticipated.
Unfortunately, it takes sometime to makethe conversion and it is not automatic.
Category C -- the hard rocks -- seldompose any problemsin terms of stability or
deformation, however, the excavation process becomesmore demandingon cutting tools and
energy. The traditional approach here is the drill and blast method, whichis nowadays
increasingly replaced by special hard rock TBMs.In the case of mixedtunneling, that is
tunneling partially in hard rock and partially in softer ground, the modernTBMscomewith
cutting wheels equipped with morethan one set of discs and scrappers in order to handle
these versatile conditions.
Anextensive set of examplesof urban tunneling in soft ground has been compiled for the
purpose of comparisonwith the Los Angeles conditions, and is presented on Table 4.1
(Summaryof Urban Tunnels in Soft Ground).
The set contains 74 case histories of urban tunnels constructed approximatelyin the last 20
years. The tunnels were built in 18 countries including North and South America, Europe,
Asia, and Africa. While the set does not claim to be completely exhaustive in the sense that
it contains each and every project ever occurring, it is certainly large enoughand does
contain all the relevant and knownprojects to be of statistical significance.
W-7101-01
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By sorting the case histories according the type of soil, groundwaterconditions, tunneling
method,and the type of ground conditioning, one can obtain a picture of the current state of
the art of urban tunneling.
Table 4.2 has been prepared to facilitate such a picture. In this table, the soil types have
been groupedinto three basic categories: granular (sand, gravel, and their mixture), finegrained (clay and silt) and mixedface of granular and fine-grained. The tunneling methods
will follow the categorization as developedin previous Section 3.0. Of the 74 case histories
of urban tunnels, 43 were for subwaysand 31 for other purposes (roads, sewers).
Ananalysis of Table 4.2 reveals a numberof important trends in current urban tunneling
and offers several conclusions:
The vast majority of the tunnels (89%) were constructed using various type TBM.
Only 11%were excavated by NATM
or others.
Of the TBMs,the vast majority (76%) were types with positive face control (SPB,
EPB, and APB TBMs).
°

OF and CF TBMsform only about 24 % of the all cases.
About two-thirds of the tunneling methods which employ unsupported face (NATM
and OF TBMs)are combined with some sort of ground conditioning (grouting
freezing).

°

In granular (non-cohesive) soils the TBMswith positive ground face control
accounted for 76%of the cases while 14%of the cases were OF TBMsand NATM
with ground conditioning. Only 10%of cases were with unsupported face.
In mixed face conditions (most typical for the Old and YoungAlluvia of Los
Angeles) the TBMswith positive face control represented 63 %of all cases, with
another 24 % accounting for NATM
or OF TBMwith ground conditioning. Only
13%were attempted without apriori ground treatment.
The trend in present day urban soft ground tunneling is clearly toward methodsusing
positive face control, regardless of the type of ground(granular or mixedface). The
reason for this is the methodswith positive face control offer a "blanket-type"
protection against problemswith excessive settlement or groundinstability.
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Open face tunneling (OF or CF TBMsand NATM)
with ground conditioning is much
less preferred, because of the additional cost and time requirements.
o

Table 4.2 includes 16 case histories of urban tunnels in the United States. The trend
in the choice of tunneling methodshere differs from the rest of the world. While
TBMsare clearly the preferred technology (94 %of all cases) only 40%of these
cases employsomesort of positive face control. The remaining 60 %are of the OF
or CFTBMtypes, with about two-thirds of them combined with ground conditioning.
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5.0 RISK
5.1

Introduction

The panel reviewedsomeof the existing concepts available for assessing risk in
tunnel projects to develop broad guidelines for risk parameters and risk management
systems
which are, at the sametime, appropriate to the L.A. subway.It was not possible within the
time frame and resources available for this study to develop a new, project-specific set of
risk parameterssince such studies require monthsof effort and substantial budget to
undertake.
5.2

Types of Risks and Parties Sharing Risk on Transit Projects

Risks comein all sizes and shapes. Generally, for a transit tunnel project, risks can
be categorized in a variety of ways, one of whichis by the stage of the project in whichthe
risks might be triggered. These include the following stages:
Planning and Financing
- Conceptual Alignment Selection and Design
- Scheduling
- Budgeting and Financing
- EIS/Community/Public Involvement
- Voter Approval
Design
Preliminary Alignment Selection and Design
Final Alignment Selection and Design
Plans, Specifications, and Estimates (PS&E)
Construction
Bidding
Mobilization
Pre-treatment of Ground
Excavation
Initial Support
Waterproofing and Final Lining
Finishing Contract and Startup
Service Period
W-7101-01
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Another useful methodof evaluating or categorizing risk is according to the person or
entity that is taking or sharing that risk. For transit projects, the following categories might
be useful:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
5.3

Federal/State Agencies(Funders and Regulators)
MTA(Owner) as a Planner and as a Financier
MTA(Owner) as an Engineer (Planner, Designer, Construction Manager)
General Design Consultant
General Geotechnical Consultant
Section Design Engineer
Contractor
Contractor’s Subconsultants
Construction Manager
Third parties (such as adjacent property ownersor overlying utilities) affected
construction
Users or Riders

General MTARisk ManagementIssues

Manyof the planning decisions have already been completed by MTAbut the impact
of the risk of planning decisions still exists. For instance, the alignmenthas been selected
for Segments1 and 2. Thoughthere are absolutely no knownreasons to be concerned,
there is always a risk that unanticipated or unappreciated problemsmayarise in terms of
ridership or public acceptance. There is an equal risk that ridership will be far greater than
anticipated and the system will becomeovercrowdedfar earlier than expected. Such are the
risks of all transit projects.
MTA
is currently addressing design decisions and the inherent risks associated with
those decisions for the design of the mid-city and east-side extensions. MTA
is currently
also addressing planning and alignment decisions and the inherent risks associated with those
decisions for the San FernandoExtension and for any extension from Wilshire to 1-405.
However,most of the visible short-term risks MTA
currently faces involves design and
construction for the sections which have been designed (Contracts B-251, C-331, and C-311,
the Santa MonicaMountains tunnel).
Risks are generally not clear cut. Usually, some compromisehas to be madein
order to achieve any decision and thus the risks are different for each side of the
W-7101-01
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compromise. For instance, a compromiseusually has to be made between the method of
construction (which determines the cost of construction) and the desired risk of settlement
the ground surface. The amountof expected settlement usually wouldbe less and the risk of
unexpectedexcessive settlement wouldbe less if a better, yet moreexpensive, construction
method would be used.
However,then there is a risk that the more expensive methodmight becometoo
expensive. With the contracting methodsused in the United States, that risk is not known
until bids are received, at whichtime it is too late. Saddledon top of this simple exampleis
the risk that the quality of construction maynot be adequate, resulting in adverse settlements
even whenmore expensive methodsof construction are employed. For instance, the use of
an Earth-Pressure Balance TBMdoes reduce the risk of adverse behavior but it does not
guarantee excellent settlement behavior; EPBTBM’shave been knownto get into trouble
too, particularly in mixed-faceconditions.
The concept of risk as discussed above is one of a complexbalance. There is also a
risk of being too prescriptive in specifying moreexpensive measuresto reduce the chances
of adverse behavior. There is a chance that the more expensive measures maynot be
needed and this translates to a risk of spending moneywhenless expensive construction
methods could have done almost as well.
Finally, there is a positive side of risk. Thoughrisk management
is a major
consideration on every project, manydo get constructed on budget, on schedule, and with
either none or a minimumof unexpected adverse behavior.
5.4

Examplesof Risk Mitigation Measures
Duringthe course of the panel’s study, several examplesof risk mitigation were

identified.
projects.

These include some measures that are currently being employedon MTA
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5.4.1 Los Angeles Metro Projects
OnMTA
projects, tunnel shields with full face breasting have been specified. This is
more of a minimumrequirement than a risk managementmeasure. However, in addition,
dependingon the expected difficulty of tunneling and the resultant risk of groundsettlement
with the specified equipment,additional measureshave been provided in the specifications.
Generally this involves some type of ground improvementor GC,either by (1) chemical
grouting or (2) compactiongrouting from the ground surface. Chemicalgrouting conditions
the ground by strengthening it, thus reducing any tendency for loss of ground into the tunnel
heading. Compactiongrouting involves the emplacementof grout bulbs into the ground
which replaces the volumeof ground already lost into the tunnel opening. These grouting
measures are currently being paid for by MTA
on a unit price basis.
Thus, there are several measures that reduce risk currently being taken on L.A. MTA
projects. These measures, including the waythey are paid, are traditional measures
consistent with the state-of-practice in the UnitedStates.
5.4.2

Washington D.C. (WMATA)
Projects

The panel contacted WMATA
to learn their risk managementpractices. Generally,
WMATA
is contracting for their tunnels in muchthe same way as L.A. MTAexcept that it
appears that WMATA
tends to be more aggressive than some transit agencies by requiting
certain construction methodsto be used. Theyalso tend to favor slightly moreprescriptivetype specifications whichspecify certain equipmentor procedures rather than leaving the
decisions up to the low bidders.
WMATA
reports that they consciously allocate additional moneytoward preventing or at
least minimizing the risk of adverse ground movements. WMATA
has specified the use of
an earth-pressure balance machineon several of their projects. It should be noted, however,
that the soil and groundwaterconditions in WashingtonD.C. are generally moredifficult to
tunnel than those in Los Angeles, so the use of an earth-pressure balance machineon those
projects mayhave been an engineering requirement as well as a wayof reducing risk of
adverse behavior rather than just a pure risk-mitigating measure. Nevertheless, WMATA
has specified EPBTBMsseveral times. In addition, the panel understands that riskW-7101-01
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mitigative measuressuch as chemical and/or compactiongrouting are also specified on their
projects. It is reported that provisions for grouting are also sometimesprovided even when
an EPBTBM
is specified. It is estimated that about 3 %of total project cost (including
station costs) is spent on risk-mitigation measuressuch as grouting for improvedground
control (Mergelesberg, 1995).
5.4.3 EdmontonTransit Project
Another exampleof risk managementthrough the specification of certain equipmentor
construction methodsis the case history of the most recent extension of the Edmonton,
Canadasubwayin the early 1980s. Onthis project, ground and groundwater conditions
varied markedlythroughoutthe project and the transit agencyelected to split the project into
three different contracts, each having significantly different groundconditions. In the
judgementof the transit agencyand its engineers, it was decided to minimizerisk of adverse
behavior by specifying a different specific type of tunneling methodfor each of the three
different ground conditions. The methodsincluded (1) traditional shield, (2) NATM,
(3) Earth-Pressure Balance tunnel boring machine (EPBTBM).The projects
completedsuccessfully, although one of the projects did experience a small sinkhole that was
quickly repaired without major cost or undueattention.
5.4.4 Toronto Transit

Commission (TTC)

There were several unique aspects of contracting practices recently undertaken by the
Toronto Transit Commission(TTC)which are described and evaluated in the next section
estimate the cost of risk-mitigative procedures. Theyprovide perspective into howvarious
transit agencies might address risk management
for tunnel construction.
TheTTCdecided that it wouldbe in its best technical and financial interest if the TI~
itself wouldpurchase two tunnel boring machinesdirectly from the manufacturer and
provide them for use by the contractor selected as the lowest responsive bidder in a
competitive bid. This was madefinancially attractive because the TIC had at least two long
tunnel projects that could use the same EPBTBMs,thus allowing amortization over both
projects rather than just the first project as wouldbe in traditional contracting. TheTI~
thus elected to take all of the risk of the performanceof the TBM
in exchangefor its own
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assurance that the machines wouldbe well-suited to the ground conditions as determined by
the ~ and its engineers. Furthermore, the TTCcould purchase the EPBTBMearly in
the project, thus reducing the risk that a suitable tunnel boring machinemight not be
available in time to meet TI’C’s schedule. Moreover, for similar reasons and for economy
of scale, the TICalso purchasedthe entire single-pass concrete lining for their two projects.
Again, the lining is to be installed by the low bidder.
Such a departure from traditional contracting practice is unusual in North Americabut
Canada has recently led the way. Onanother project near Toronto, the EPBTBMfor the
recently-completed Sarnia railroad tunnel was also provided by the Owner.
Thoughsome types of risk are minimized whenan owner provides a machine, new risks
are introduced. For instance, there is somerisk that an owner, in purchasing such
equipment,maynot, in fact, select the right machineor that the contractor is not as etticient
operating a machinethat was not selected by him to fit with his ownequipment. Finally,
there is a risk that the project will be delayed so that someof the advantagesof early
purchase are diminished. Such was the case in Toronto, since the Eglinton Line, for which
the TBMswere purchased, was postponed and the TBMswill have to be stored until the
startup of the next section, the SheppardLine.
5.5 Discussion of Construction Risk
As can be seen, there maybe someadvantages for MTAto take a stronger position
in the evaluation of the risks associated with different construction methodsand in the
selection of the methodsas well as the degree to which MTAshares risk with others. The
panel is not implying that previous contracting methodsare incorrect since they are
consistent with other USpractices and since the practice has resulted in low tunneling
prices. However,the panel believes that, considering the soil conditions on future
alignments and the recent performance of tunnel projects, that MTA
should also consider the
use of earth pressure balance TBMseven if the cost is somewhatgreater.
A very strong methodof evaluating the risk of these new, and possibly moreexpensive,
methodsis to conduct a "what if" analysis of the various alternatives together with a careful
evaluation of the likely cost of the project using the various alternatives. Thus, MTA
can at
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least estimate what the likely cost of any required or specified item maybe and comparethat
cost to the likely advantages and disadvantages. However,the cost analysis should take into
account the total project cost, not just the cost of the item itself. This is becausethere is
enough uncertainty in any cost estimate already without having to compoundthe uncertainty
by not taking into account the total effect of any change. For instance, the cost of the use of
EPBTBMsmust consider the fact that EPBTBMsmay be slower than other TBMsin
certain groundconditions, thus possibly increasing the cost of the labor to construct the
tunnel (see Section 6.0).
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6.0
6.1

COSTS

Nature of Tunnel Cost Data

Oneof the most difficult tasks in the tunnel design process is developinga realistic
cost estimate for the project. Characteristically, it is done two ways: (1) by a detailed
contractor’s type estimate or (2) by somesystem of correlating to past projects, usually
the basis of cost per foot taking into account similarities and differences betweenthe various
case histories. Thedifficulty with the secondmethodis that the cost factors of a tunnel are
extremely complex.The cost is not only a function of rational factors, such as quantities
and unit prices, but it includes abundantintangible variables including bidding strategy,
unbalancedbidding factors, bid strategy to improvea contractor’s cash flow, whetheror not
the bidders are busy or idle (howhungrythey are), the tone of the specifications, previous
history with the ownerand his construction manager, and other emotional issues.
Evenseemingly rational factors like the amountand cost of labor to do a given
amountof workare critically dependent on productivity and the duration of the job. The
overall rate of advanceis the primaryfactor that governstotal cost as illustrated in Fig 6.1.
Obviously, the rate of advance, and thus the cost, is highly dependent on the methodof
construction, the contractor’s techniques, the cost of equipment(including TBMs)and
materials, and the highly important variable of productivity.
In spite of these difficulties, the panel did evaluate the cost of MTA
tunnels as well
as transit tunnels elsewhere in North Americaand around the world on a unit price-per-foot
basis. Theconventionused in this section is for the unit prices to be given as the unit cost
per route foot for two tubes.
6.2 Los Angeles MTATunnel Costs
Cost data for the tunnels on the MTAproject have been collected and are presented
on Table 6.1 together with data on the performance of the tunnel. Someof the contracts
involved stations or were complexprojects having substantial building protection costs so
that a pure cost per route foot of tunnel can not be extracted reliably. Whereknown,
changeorders have been reflected in the final price. In somecases, contracts have not been
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completedand thus the final change orders and final costs are unknown.In these cases, the
data reflects the bid price and all change orders to date. The costs showndo not have the
closeout costs for Contract B-251, which are unknownat this time, and they contain only the
portion of the $4,100,000 grouting budget for C-331 which had been approved by change
orders as of October 15, 1995.
Only a few projects are straightforward enoughto extract a pure tunnel cost per route
foot. Onthese projects, data on the cost of tunneling alone appear to be available from the
followingcontracts.

Contract
A-171
B-251
C-331
C-311

Project

Tunneling Cost
Per Route Foot Geology

7th/Flower to Wilshire
Vermont/Hollywood
Univ. City to N. Hollywood
Santa Monica Mountains

$5,916/ft
$5,556/ft*
$6,343/ft*
$9,440/ft*

Puente Fm.
Puente Fm & Alluvium
Alluvium
Hard rock

*Cost based on bid price and all approvedchange orders as of October 15, 1995.
As will be shown,these costs are low to average comparedto other transit projects in
the United States and are quite low comparedto tunneling costs outside of North America.
Eventhoughthe costs for three of the tunnels are not finalized, the fact that they were bid at
those prices confirms the fact that the MTA
has received low bid prices for tunneling. This
is a function of the favorable tunneling conditions, the highly competitive bidding climate
and manyother factors.
6.3 Cost Data for Transit

Tunnels in North America

Cost data for other projects ~vere collected from a variety of other sources to
compare to MTAcosts. Somedata came from published data on original bid prices. Other
data was madeavailable from ownersor other sources of data that had been collected by
others for studying tunnel costs.
However,as on MTA,it must be realized that manytunnel projects are packaged
with a station structure or systemventilation structure or other structure that prevents
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calculation of a pure unit price for a running foot of tunnel. Wheneverit
the cost includes a non-tunnel structure, that fact is shownon the tables.
estimates of non-tunnel costs (stations, ventilation buildings, architectural
track) are deducted from the bid price to obtain a morerealistic unit price

was knownthat
Wherepossible,
treatments and
per foot for

"tunnel." However,even if the bid sheets are available to obtain line item costs, there is
frequently too muchunbalancingof the bids for early cash flow generation, resulting in the
true costs being masked. Finally, wherever the cost of change orders and claims were
known,they were included in the estimated price, but such data was seldomavailable.
Cost data for other North Americantransit tunnel projects over the last few decades
is given on Table 6.2. Again, the secrecy surrounding claims often prevents disclosure of
these extra costs; extra costs regarding changeorders and claims are not published as
frequently as are the initial bids. Sometimes
the initial bid price is all that is available.
Since these data comefrom projects in different parts of the country and were built at
different times, the basic costs have been adjusted according to the cost indices published by
the Engineering NewsRecord (ENR)to reflect inflation. On Table 6.2, even the MTA
costs have been adjusted to bring the prices up to 1995. Selected soft ground or soil tunnel
projects are comparedgraphically on Figure 6.1. It can be seen from Table 6.2 that the cost
for tunnels around North Americavary considerably from about $6,000 to $64,000 per route
foot, but that MTA
costs, which vary from about $6,000 to $14,000 per route foot are on
the lowside for soil tunnels.
Available hard rock tunnel costs are summarizedin Table 6.3. Selected hard rock
tunnel costs are comparedgraphically on Figure 6.2. The one rock tunnel at MTA
(Contract C-311)is a difficult tunnel that will traverse an active fault, requiring special
enlargement, and through several hard rock formations, including granite and basalt, with
potential of considerable groundwaterinflows as it passes through the Santa Monica
Mountains. The current cost of C-311, based strictly on the bid price, is $9,440 per route
foot. The most comparable project might be the Portland TRIMET
project which is also
through hard basalt and whosecost, as of July of this year, is $8,400 per route foot. The
Dallas DART
project is through very favorable, relatively low-strength chalk rock which is
reflected in their lower costs of about $4,500 per route foot. ThoughMTAcosts are
slightly higher than some,it is believed that these costs reflect the dilficulty of the project
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and are not out of line. Considering the fact that only $300,000(0.25%) was left on the
table, the bid price for C311should be considered reasonable.
Finally, cost data for other transit systemsin the world were briefly addressed by the
panel. Becausecost indices are not readily available for worldwidedifferences in regional
prices and for different rates of inflation in different parts of the world, a direct comparison
is extremely difficult. Theproject costs, not including adjustments for inflation, ranged
from $20,000 to over $100,000per foot, including the cost of stations. Rules of thumb
previously developed by panel membersput worldwide tunnel costs at about $12,000 to
$15,000 per route foot (two tunnels but not including the cost of stations) dependingon the
difficulty. Station and completioncosts typically doubles the cost of the tunnels alone.
Thus on a project wherethe tunnel alone costs about $12,000per route foot, the total cost of
the project, including stations, might be on the order of $24,000.
6.4 Analysis of Tunneling Costs & Risk Mitigative Measures
The cost per unit length of tunnel can be classified into two basic components:(1)
fixed costs and (2) variable costs. Thefixed costs include all those items whichdo not vary
with the duration of the construction project. These include items such as mobilization, the
equipment(such as the tunnel boring machine, tunnel lining forms, etc.), the materials for
initial and final linings, etc. Thetotal bid price for these items can be divided by the length
of the tunnel to obtain a fixed unit price per unit length of tunnel (dollars per foot) as shown
in Figure 6.3.
The variable costs include all those which dependupon productivity and thus are
related to the duration of the project. These wouldinclude all items of labor, overhead,
daily operating costs, etc. The total variable costs equals the sumof the daily operating
costs which, in its most simplistic terms, is the average daily operating costs averagedout
over the duration of the project times the total numberof days to construct the tunnel.
Naturally, if the total time to construct the project is shorter, say, becauseof a faster
average rate of advance, then the total amountof this variable componentis less than a
project of a longer duration. The total operating costs divided by the length of the tunnel
gives a value for the variable cost whichis the apparent average unit price of operating costs
per foot of tunnel.
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The effect of rate of advance on the variable componentof tunnel costs can be shown
as illustrated in the upper portion of Figure 6.3 wherethe unit costs are dramatically
governedby the rate of advance.
This is an extremelysimplistic description of the cost factors for a tunnel. In actual
fact, the daily costs are not uniformsince they start low, build to a crescendoduring the
highest production periods, then taper off for the close-out of the tunnel. Further, this
simplified description of cost factors is moredirectly related to construction of a tunnel with
a single-pass lining although the concepts are still valid for two-passlinings, except that the
average rate of advancethen relates to someaverage of excavation, final lining, and
mob/demob
rates. Nevertheless, the concept is sound and can be used to illustrate the
effects of various factors, particularly rate of advance,on the total cost of tunnels, and in
the risks of these costs and of sharing someof the uncertainties and risks in costs of tunnels.
Figure 6.3 also illustrates howtwo bidders whohave essentially the samefixed costs,
might bid a different price solely on the basis of their average anticipated rate of advance.
Finally, the uncertainties associated with geology or with other unknownsaffecting the
project (i.e., the risks) are reflected primarily in the variable costs of the job. This
illustrated in Figure 6.3 wherethe potential effect of reducing uncertainties through the use
of improvedexploration and the use of a GDSR
in the contract documentsis shownby the
arrow. Generally anything that reduces uncertainties, such as an improvedgeological
exploration, the use of a GDSR
in the contract documents,or risk sharing with the owner
will reduce contingencies and thus reduce the low bid.
Figure 6.4 illustrates the costs and the potential risk sharing for improvedtechnology
and/or ground improvementspecifically designed to reduce the amountof risks. The fixed
costs in Figure 6.4 include a relatively small premiumfor the extra costs associated with an
earth pressure balance machine (EPBTBM).If specified by the owner, this extra premium
is indeed paid for by the ownerin the bid price from all of the bidders. Figure 6.4 also
showsthe costs for pre-grouting ground (although this might involve any kind of ground
conditioning). Onceagain, there is an extra cost associated with the grouting that wouldbe
done. If the pre-grouting were to be considered for these illustrative purposes to be a lump
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sum, then it too could be converted into an apparent fixed cost in these ram-of-advance
diagrams. Accordingly, depending on howthe owner includes risk sharing in the
specifications, the pre-grouting mayor maynot be paid for by the owneror it maybe part
of the risk shared with the contractor.
Thus, the rate of advance diagrams described in the previous sheets can be used to
illustrate manypoints regarding sharing of risk on tunnel projects. Similar diagrams maybe
used whenevaluating the true cost of risk-mitigative measuresin terms of total project cost.
6.5

Assessment of Cost of Risk Mitigative Measures

Frequently, special excavation methodsor ground support techniques will be
specified to achieve less risk to a tunnel project. Thesemanifest themselves in several
ways. Sometimesspecial excavation methodsare specified to reduce risk. For instance, all
MTA
tunnels are excavated using a tunnel shield whichis a large steel cylinder at the face
whichprotects the workingarea and the workerstemporarily until the initial lining is
installed. Thoughthis has becomethe minimumrequirement for tunneling in soil, there is a
cost to this equipment. The next level of ground support at the face might be a fully
breasted face, whichadds cost in the fact that there is extra workbut, moreimportantly, the
rate of advancelikely decreases, all other conditions being the same.
As discussed in Section 3.0, two methodscan be used to reduce risk associated with
excavation: (1) improve the excavation technology and (2) improve the ground. There
extra costs associated with both methods; some improvementsof both are listed below in
Table 6.4 according to increasing costs.
Table 6.4
Excavation Methods and GroundConditioning or Improvement

NoShield

Dewatering

Shield

CompactionGrouting

OpenShield with breasting tables or doors

Pre-grouting - ChemicalGrouting
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Wheel-type TBM
with doors

Freezing

Earth Pressure Balance TBM(EPBTBM)

Combinationsof above

Slurry Pressure Balance TBM
(SPB TBM)
Twomethods that might be considered by MTAare (1) EPBTBMand (2) pre-grouting.
In recent years, WMATA
has required one or, in a few cases, both of these two methodsto
reduce groundand building settlement or, in other words, to improvethe likelihood of a
successful project.
There is substantial extra cost of the equipmentneeded for an EPBTBMoperation.
However,it will be shownthat, considering the cost of the whole project, the premiumcost
for EPBTBM
maynot be that great. The unit price for the initial outlay for improved
equipmentis, of course, lower for longer tunnels than for shorter tunnels.
The Toronto Transit Commissionhas purchased two EPBTBMsand all of the singlepass lining directly from the manufacturers. This gives a unique opportunity to evaluate the
costs of the various elementsof a tunnel on a very recent case history.
Based on the Toronto (]qC) experience, the earth pressure balance tunnel boring
machines (EPB TBM)are estimated to cost about $7,000,000 each while traditional TBM
machines would cost about $5,000,000 or $2,000,000 less each. Thus the extra cost for the
use of two EPBTBMsfor this project would be $4,000,000. It has been estimated that the
total price of the tunnel wouldbe about $70,000,000, including excavation and lining.
Thus, on this project, the cost of the risk-mitigative measureof requiring an EPBTBM
to
reduce the risk of settlement wouldbe $4,000,000, or only about 6%of the tunnel cost.
Initially, it will be assumedthat the rate of advancefor the EPBTBM
wouldbe similar to
that for traditional digger shields or for wheel type excavators. This assumptiondependson
the type of ground and manyother factors. However, some of the EPBTBMscan be
operated in a dual mode; open modewhile driving through favorable ground and EPBmode
whendriving through unfavorable ground, thus increasing the potential for favorable
advancerates.
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Onthe other hand, if it is assumedthat the use of an earth pressure balance machinewill
reduce the rate of advance significantly, the EPBTBMcost would be considerably more.
Again, similar types of "what if" cost analyses can be conductedto evaluate the likely cost
implications of any risk mitigation measure, including special equipmentor additional pregrouting of the ground. It is essential to take into account the effect of special equipment
and/or grouting on the actual rate of advance. If there is a risk that a newtechnology would
result in a considerably slower rate of advance, the cost of risk mitigation could be
substantial. This premiumcan be evaluated by evaluating the cost impact of different rates
of advanceby cost analyses that should be done as part of the "what if" evaluation of the
risk.
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7.0 LOCAL AND MTA TUNNEL EXPERIENCE
7.1 Introduction
A large amountof information exists regarding the past tunnels that have been
constructed in Los Angeles. Animportant beginning was madein the early 1970s by
Richard Proctor whohas continued to point out the favorable aspects of tunneling in the Los
Angeles area (Proctor, 1973). Case histories on the previous tunnels were assembled and
evaluated during planning and design phases of this project (Converse, et al., 1981).
addition, information regarding the construction and behavior of the tunnels constructed for
Segment1 and even for some of Segment2 tunnels have been published. Manyof these
were published in the proceedings of the Rapid Excavation and Tunneling Conferences
(RETC).A significant contribution was the field book guide published by Association
Engineering Geologists on the occasion of its 35th AnnualMeetingin October 1992 (Stirbys,
Radwanski, Escandon, and Daugherty, 1992).
As with manytunnel projects, uncertainties and unknownsas well as potentially
hazardoussituations exist and several of the previous local projects experiencedditficulties
that were taken into account during the design of MTAprojects. Manyof those problems
are summarizedin the sections belowto illustrate that past tunnels in the area have
experienced and have overcomesignificant problems. Thus, the problems at MTAare
typical of tunnel projects elsewhereand are, by no means,isolated or are a direct function
howthe MTAproject is being designed and constructed.
In spite of the problemsexperienced by previous tunnels as well as the problems
associated with MTA
tunnels, these hazards are manageableand the fact that there have
been problems on previous local tunnels and on MTAtunnels should not be used as reasons
for avoiding tunneling. For instance, manysurface and abovegroundconstruction projects
have just as manyor moreproblems and an even worse safety record than tunnels.
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7.2 Previous Local Tunnel Experience in Soft Rock or Soil
Thepanel has briefly reviewedpast local tunnel history in order to morefully
understand the soil and groundwaterconditions that must be tunneled as well as to appreciate
the behavior of the ground during tunneling by the various methodsused.
There is considerable experience in both soil and rock tunnels in Los Angeles. Most
of the MTA
tunneling to date has been in soil or soft rock which was of low enough
strength that it could be excavated by heavysoil-type tunnel boring machines. Several of
these previous case histories in the soft-rock/soil category plus a morerecent case history of
the NORS
project are summarizedin Table 7.1.
Thesecase histories reflect the experience of the tunnels in the Puente or similar
formations that were constructed prior to the MTAprogram. Manyexperienced
considerable difficulties such as the fatal gas explosion in the San FernandoTunneland the
several sinkholes using a CFTBMin dune sand and the one sinkhole using an earth pressure
balance machine on the NORS
Tunnel. Manytunnels experienced difficulty with methane
but only one reported an explosion. On the other hand, the NORS
tunnels benefitted by the
techniques developed during Segment1 for ventilation of gassy tunnels and for the use of
magnetometerprobing ahead of the tunnel which were adopted for the NORS
design.
It should be noted that these case histories, someof whichincluded record tunnel
advance rates, attest to the good tunneling conditions in the Los Angeles area. Theyalso
confirm that manyof these earlier tunnels experienced problems which they overcame. The
fact that the remarkson the case histories given in Table 7.1 primarily relate to the problems
experienced by the project should not be viewedas being negative but rather a confirmation
that manyof them experienced problems that were overcomeand that these problems were
taken into consideration during the planning and design of the MTA
system. The fact that
all the problemshave essentially been forgotten is evidencethat the project successfully
overcamethe problemsand the tunnels are quietly continuing to perform their service quite
satisfactorily.
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Someof the problems experienced by these previous tunnels include:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Methane
High groundwater flows
Boulders
Hard cemented layers
Caving
Sinkholes
Running ground
’Ikr and oil seeps
Explosion & Deaths
- 17 died in the San Fernando Tunnel Explosion in 1971
Abandonedand uncharted oil wells
Stuck and abandoned TBM’s

Althoughnot specifically described in the previous tunnel case histories, Hydrogen
Sulfide (H2S) was identified early on the MTA
project as a very important issue that certain
MTA
tunnel sections must resolve.
Onthe other hand, the previous local tunnel projects demonstratedthat tunneling is
feasible, that tunneling conditions are generally favorable, and that tunnels are relatively
inexpensive in the Los Angeles area. In particular, the projects demonstratedthat the
tunnels behavedquite satisfactorily during earthquakes. In fact, while the San Fernando
tunnel was under construction, it experienced the Richter Magnitude6.4 earthquake of
February 9, 1971 without any major damagein spite of the fact that the tunnel was in a fault
block that tilted the east portal up 6 feet up relative to the west portal which,itself, shifted
up some 1 1/4 feet. In fact, none of the tunnels in the Los Angeles area have experienced
any significant damageduring an earthquake.
Other favorable tunneling conditions that were demonstratedby the previous tunnels
include the following:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Veryhigh rates of advance with open face shields
Developmentand refinement of unbolted segmental precast concrete lining
techniques for initial support (two pass system)
Ability to cope with tar and oil seeps
Ability to develop and routinely implement procedures to overcomethe methane
hazard while in revenue service as well as during construction
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¯
¯

Special tunnel designs for tunnels that cross active faults
Developmentof magnetometerprobe techniques to locate unknownoil well
casings
~, Developmentof improved construction ventilation methods
7.3 Previous Local Tunnel Experience in Hard Rock
Someof the local case histories were appropriate for the hard rock of the proposed
Santa MonicaMountains tunnel. Twoof these are summarizedon Table 7.2. Fortunately,
the cases were well documentedby the construction teams and muchvaluable information
wascollected on the behavior of the rock in response to traditional drill and blast
techniques.
Thesehard rock case histories are particularly importantsince it is very difficult,
certainly not very cost effective or practical to drill deep borings on close centers for
mountainoustunnels. Thus the tunnel case histories supplementthe traditional exploration
programs. Moreimportantly, at least one case history is located approximately on the
alignment of the MTAtunnels but some 120 feet higher than the MTAtunnels. Further, a
parallel tunnel case history could possibly be far better than a series of widely spaced
borings since borings only provide a 3-inch-diameter core some500 to 1,000 feet apart.
Thus, not all of the rock is seen in borings and the effect of scale is not fully appreciated.
Onthe other hand, a full-size tunnel parallel to the proposed MTA
tunnel exposes the rock
and its behavior to tunneling at full scale, including size effects along the entire length of the
tunnel.
The previous tunnels are not at the same depth as the MTAtunnel and thus do not go
through the sameweathering profile nor will contacts betweenstrata occur at the same
location. Finally, these case histories are sewer and water supply tunnels that are about half
of the size of the MTA
tunnel so extrapolation of behavior is still necessary as is an
interpretation of howthe rock behavedin response to drill and blast techniques in a smaller
diameter tunnel whenits response to a TBMneeds to be predicted.
Clearly, significant groundwaterinflow can be expected in the Santa Monica
Mountainstunnel project C-311. Further, difficulties maybe expected in the manyfault
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and/or gougezones that the tunnel has to cross. Special geotechnical considerations for
design of TBMgrippers should be addressed on C-311 (Eisenstein and Rossler, 1995).
7.4 Discussion of General Tunneling Conditions in L.A.
Thesecase histories of successful previous projects documentthe fact that the
previous tunnels and tunneling conditions were very good. The panel thus concludes that
with a few exceptions, the geologyin Los Angeles is generally favorable for tunneling than
other projects worldwidebecause of :
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Lowwater table and/or dry soils
Essentially no liquefaction potential
Generally uniform ground conditions. Fewmixed-face conditions
Most of alignment is in competent ground
Fewobstructions, either natural or manmade

Onthe other hand, the reasons whyLos Angeles tunneling conditions are less favorable
than other projects around the world include:
¯
¯
¯

Unusual H2S HaTard
Seismic design and fault displacement potential
Persistent methane problem

7.5 Experience of MTATunnels Constructed to Date
Table 7.3 summarizesthe salient points of the MTA
tunnel projects to date.
Table 7.3
Summary of MTATunnel Projects
A-130 East Portal to Union Station
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Contractor-Tutor-Saliba-Perini
Bid Price: $37,677,803 on 5/20/88
Final Price including changes: $37,417,116
1692 Route feet under Santa AnnaFreeway and Brewery
Geology: Alluvium: Coarse sands & gravels with some fine-medium sand and silt
Excavation Method: Shield
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Initial Support: Ribs and lagging
Surface Settlement:
Less than 1 inch except in one short section
Reportedly minimal settlement in grouted zone
One 10 cu yd (7.6 cu m) face loss entering into ungrouted area showedup
settlement at surface in vacant lot.
Remarks:
- Dewateredsoils
- Extensive chemical grout program from surface and from inside tunnel
-- Innovative long hole drilling under freeway; holes up to 318 feet long
-- 2 million gallons of Geoloc-4 chemical grout
-- Largest grout project of its kind in United States
- Fire in tunnel on July 13, 1990resulted in collapse of ribs and lagging in
areas that had not been grouted.
-- Note, grouted areas did not collapse
Encounteredresidue from old coal gasification plant
Rate of Advance; Ungrouted ground: 21 to 29 feet per 20 hour day. Grouted
ground: 12 to 16 feet per 20 hour day
A-141 UnionStation through Civic Center Station to 5th/Hill Station
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Contractor-Tutor-SalibaJGroves
Bid Price: $61,471,225 on 1/14/87
Final Price including changes: $89,195,906
5,871 Route feet
Geology: Puente rock and Alluvium
Excavation Method: Robbins digger shield
Initial Support: Ribs and lagging
Surface Settlement
- Little surface settlement; less than 1 inch everywhereand no grouting required
Alignment Tolerance: Alignmentout of tolerance; several adjustments to alignment
were required

A-146 5th/Hill to 7th/Flower
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Contractor-Shank/Ohbayashi
Bid Price: $18,221,820 on 2/12/87
Final Price including changes: $24,970,552
2,150 Route feet all on a curve
Geology: Alluvium
Excavation Method: Mitsibushi digger shield
Initial Support: Ribs and lagging
Surface Settlement: Less than 1 inch everywhere despite some ground losses
Zone 1 (600 feet) = 0.4 inch
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Twoground losses (10 cu m and 2 cu m)
Zone 2 (660 feet) = 0.4 inch
Zone 3 (60 feet) = 0.3-0.5 inch
Significant numberof ground losses up to 28 cu m
Zone 4 (840 feet) = 0.3inch
One ground loss of 31 cu m; one smaller of 7 cu m
Zone 5 (290 feet) = 0.5 inch
Remarks:
Twocompactiongrouting test sections to confirm designer’s concept; later
elected to use chemical grouting
Developeda chemical grout canopy grout concept from inside the shield
Did compaction grouting from 720 holes
Rate of Advance: 40 ft/day
A-171 7th/Flower to Wilshire/Alvarado
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Contractor-Shank-Ohbayashi
Bid Price: $26,340,078 on 12/12/86
Final Price including changes: $29,669,697
5,015 Route feet
Geology: Pliocene Fernando Formation in 95%of tunnel overlain by Older
Alluvium; small section of old alluvium on east end
Excavation Method: Mitsibushi digger shield
Initial Support: Precast concrete segments
Surface Settlement
- Settlement less than 1 inch everywhere
Remarks:
- Encountered numerous tiebacks
- Hard 3-foot-thick cemented bed slowed ROAto 85 and 95 feet for two days
- Magnetometersurvey 50 feet ahead-No wells detected
- H2Swas detected during construction; some gasoline fumes
- Rate of Advance: AL=128 feet Ave 71.6 AR=136 feet Ave 97.4 (AR was
2nd tunnel)
- Groundwaterwell below invert but some perched (1-2 gpm); mostly relatively dry

B-201 MacArthurLake to Wilshire/Vermont Station
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Contractor - Tutor/Saliba/Perini
Bid Price = $44,577,273 on 3/28/91 (Includes Pocket Track and cut-and-cover)
Final Price = $50,683,155
4,536 Route feet
Geology: Puente Rock
Excavation Method: Digger shield
Initial Support: Precast concrete segments
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¯ Settlement
- 70%less than 1 inch, 24%between 1 and 1.5 inch, 6%greater than 1.5 inch

B-221 Wilshire/Western to Wilshire Normandie
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Contractor - Tutor/Saliba/Perini
Bid Price = $79,812,793 on 3/1/91 (Includes Cut-&-Cover& Station)
Final Price = $92,333,199
4,894 Route feet
Geology: Puente Rock & Alluvium
Excavation Method: Digger shield
Initial Support: Precast concrete segments
Settlement
- 96%less than 1 inch

B-251 Vermont/Hollywood
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Contractor - Shea/Kiewit/Kenny
Bid Price = $129,504,695 on 5/28/92 (Includes Barnsdale Shaft)
Final Price = $173,377,697to date (includes increased tunnel length to 31,205 ft)
31,205 Route feet
Geology: Puente Rock & Old & Young Alluvium
Excavation Method: Digger shield
Initial Support: Precast concrete segments
Settlement
- 51%less than 1 inch, 35%between 1 and 2 inches, 14%greater than 2 inches,
HudsonAvenuesettlement about 9 inches
¯ Alignmenttolerance: Several sections out of alignment; Three sections remined
¯ Remarks
- Increased tunnel length to improve contract packaging
- Hudson Avenue 9 + inches settlement
- Dewatering and Pillar Problems comingout of the shaft
- Reminingrequired in three sections
- Sinkhole on Hollywood Boulevard
- Contract terminated by MTA

C-331 North Hollywood
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Contractor- Ohbayshi
Bid Price - $65,400,000 on 10/16/93
Final Price: NA(in construction; current contract cost about $66,700,000)
10,515 Route feet
Geology - Alluvium
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Excavation Method- Digger shield with breasting tables
Initial Support - Precast concrete segments
Settlement - Greater than 3 inches
Remarks:
- Excessive settlement on Lankershim. Stopped contractor Nowchemical
grouting
- MTAapproved $4,100,000 budget for chemical grouting from the street
surface
C-311 Santa Monica Mountains Tunnel
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Contractor - Traylor Brothers/Frontier Kemper
Bid Price $124,421,000 on 10/18/94
13,180 Route feet
Geology: Hard Rock/basalt, granite etc
Excavation Method: TBM

7.5.1 Discussion
MTA’stunneling program has not only experienced problems but it also has many
successes to its credit. This section briefly addresses the overall tunnel performancewith
particular reference to the favorable aspects of the tunnel performance. The major problems
that have been experienced are discussed separately in Section 8 of this appendix.
Manychallenges and difficulties have been successfully overcomeduring planning,
design, and construction of the MTAsystem. They represent appreciable improvementsin
the state of the art of tunneling and they include the following:
¯
¯
¯
¯

¯

Developmentof an alignment that avoids major obstacles.
Developmentof HDPEbarriers to eliminate methane and to minimize H2S
hazards
Special developmentof seismic design criteria and earthquake design methods
Full-scale demonstrationof resistance to earthquakes by withstanding the Richter
Magnitude6.8 Northridge earthquake on January 17, 1994 with essentially no
damage
Developmentof design techniques for tunnels crossing active faults
Recoveredfrom major fire and collapse of A-130
Implementationand refinement of compactiongrouting methodsto restrict
settlement
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¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Conceptual design of minedstation concept
Developmentof construction ventilation techniques for gassy tunnels
Developmentof magnetometerprobe methodsto search for uncharted oil wells
Record tunnel advance rates
Relatively low unit prices for tunnel construction
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8.0

COMPARISON OF L.A.

TUNNELING PROBLEMS TO WORLDWIDE
EXPERIENCE

Thepurposeof this section is to assess the construction difficulties in tunneling which
occurred at the Los Angeles Metro Red Line. The assessment will be done from the
following points of view:
A. Geological and geotechnical conditions.
B. Tunneling methodsand construction techniques.
C. Managementsystem.
D. Comparisonwith similar projects in other cities.
It should be noted that the panel received data and wasbriefed on the issues discussed in this
section of the Appendixbut a detailed, all-inclusive independentinvestigation was not part of
the scope of the panel. Such detailed investigations are being or have been conducted by
others. Thus, the following discussions are a consensus of our current understanding of the
sequences and causes of the problemsdiscussed herein.
The problems experienced on MTA
projects are neither of equal significance nor of equal
impact on performance and cost of the project. Here, only those which are considered
relevant from a geotechnical point of view shall be discussed in moredetail. For instance, it
is recognizedthat a large portion of A-130collapsed after a fire in the tunnel whichwas
already excavatedbut not lined. Thoughthe fire and resulting collapse led to the prohibition
of woodlagging, the fire did not start as a result of geotechnical reasons and thus and
problemis not considered in the following section or in geotechnical settlement
classifications.
The first major geotechnical tunnel concern waswith the variable thickness of the cast-inplace concrete liner on SegmentOne. An extensive independent investigation and analysis
has shownthat the variation in thickness does not affect the structural adequacyor integrity
of the liner, both for static and seismic loadings (Cording, 1994). Thefirst question arising
here is whythe liner could not be designed thinner (and thus less expensive) in the first
place. In determining liner thickness the designer has to consider two aspects. Oneof them
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is the thickness neededto carry all the expected loads. Theother aspect is the
constructability of the liner -- the minimum
thickness required for pouring the concrete into
the forms.
The latter aspect often is, and most likely was, the controlling factor in this case. The
secondquestion, then, is whythe liner could not be installed in the first place with uniform
thickness as originally specified. Thenit must be realized that it is not possible in practice
to install cast-in-place concrete liners with absolute accuracy and certain tolerances are
always permitted. If these tolerances are exceeded, as they were in this case, the immediate
reasons for this usually is inadequate steering control during the excavation of the tunnel.
Problemsof this nature sometimesoccur at tunneling projects, normally as a result of either
a lack of contractor’s quality control or his selection of too small an excavateddiameter for
the tolerance that could be practically obtained using the alignment control methodat the
rates of advancebeing achieved.
The second incident which triggered widespread attention was the excessive settlement which
occurred in August 1994 over the twin tunnel along HollywoodBoulevard near Hudsonand
Whitley Avenues. The surface settlement here eventually reached about 9 inches, a value
almost an order of magnitudelarger than what should be acceptable. As is often the case
with construction accidents, there was not a single cause for this occurrence, but rather a
chain of contributing events. A pattern of ground settlements normally considered
acceptable along this section of the tunnel apparently caused a leak from an adjacent water
main. The leaking water saturated the alluvial soils abovethe tunnel and altered their
properties by decreasing shear strength and increasing compressibility. This contributed to
moresettlement above the tunnel, which nowreached about 4 inches and to a loss of arching
ability within the soil mass. Theloss of arching led to a significant increase in soil loading
on the primary liner in the tunnel. This increase in loading overstressed the woodenwedges
used to support the gap in the expandedjoints of the primary liner and these became
eventually crushed. The gaps tended to close with additional 5 inches of settlement
occurring on surface. Problemsof this nature are relatively rare in the tunneling practice,
but are not without precedence. This problem might have been prevented by more strict
construction quality control and its seriousness reduced by moreprudent design of the
support of the liner gap or by filling the liner gap with dry-pack grout morequickly as
specified.
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The sinkhole which occurred above the south tunnel along HollywoodBoulevard in June
1995received the greatest deal of publicity, both from the mediaand from the profession.
It wasagain, like in the case above, a chain of events whichultimately led to this dramatic
occurrence. Difficulties with steering the TBM
resulted in the tunnel being off alignment by
a distance whichwouldno longer permit rectification by adjusting the position of the final
cast-in-place liner. The tunnel thus had to be reminedfor a distance of 80 feet or 20 rings.
Whenthe remining procedure reached almost its end, the tunnel overburden had changed
from a competent rock of the Puente Formation to a highly disintegrated rock, which was no
longer compatible with the chosen remining process. This incompetent rock collapsed into
the tunnel through a temporary opening in the roof. The collapse then propagated upwards
to the street surface creating a chimneyfailure in the overlying Alluvium.The reasons for
this incident can be found in the selection of a remining procedure that did not workand
ultimately in the fact that the tunnel wasdriven too far out of alignment.
Finally, the fourth event whichhas received very little publicity so far but should be
included in this reviewbecause of its importanceis related to the excessive settlements
experienced along the LankershimBoulevard in North Hollywood.Here, although specified
in the contract at 1 inch maximum,
the settlement gradually increased as the tunnel
progressed to 2 and 3 inches. At this point, further tunneling was stopped until appropriate
measures wouldbe taken. The problemhere was the contractor’s inability to control the
face of the tunnel in the potentially unstable soils of the YoungAlluvium.The contractor
has selected to use a CFTBM
with breasting tables to support the face. This technique is
not sufficient for adequate ground control and must be combinedwith some other form of
stabilization of the ground, e.g. grouting. This is, in fact, whatthe contractor is attempting
to do at the time of writing this report.
In order to put these four isolated incidents within a broader context of construction
difficulties occurring at urban tunneling worldwide, a summaryof performance has been
prepared for the samecollection of case histories as presented in Table 4.1. In Table 8.1
(Performance of Urban Tunnels in Soft Ground) are summarizeddata about surface
settlement and about other failures, wherever they had occurred. Also added in the table are
data about the rate of progress achieved at these tunnels. Since only 36 case histories of the
74 cases presented in Table 4.1 had performancedata included, the statistical set will be
somewhat
smaller, but nevertheless still significant.
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For evaluation of the settlement data the following criteria shall be assumed,based on
semiempiricalanalysis of allowable slope of the surface settlement trough:
As Category 1 will be considered settlements with maximum
value up to 1 inch (25
millimeters) which corresponds to a settlement trough slope of about 1:500. This
deflection generally causes no visible harmto normalstructures, buildings, or
utilities.
As Category 2 will be classified settlements with maximum
values between 1 and 2
inches (25 to 50 millimeters). The corresponding settlement trough will reach about
1:300, which maycause visible, but not structurally dangerous damagesto adjacent
buildings.
o

As Category 3 will be classified settlement with maximum
value over 2 inches (50
millimeters). The resulting damagecould be severe and might require structural
repair. As Category3 will also be classified all tunnels, regardless of their
settlement levels, whichexperiencedmajordifficulties, such as roof or wall failures
or other formsof groundinstability or structural insufficiencies.

To allow someinherent variations, greater settlement can be experienced in any category for
a very short length of tunnel at a non-critical section, but any sinkhole or collapse
automatically movesthe tunnel to Category 3.
The following table presents an analysis of the settlement performancedata (out of 36 cases
total):
Category
1
2
3

No. of Cases

Percent of Total
44%
14%
42%

16
6
15

Animmediate conclusion which can be drawn from the table above appears to be that
slightly less than half of urban tunneling projects are completedwithout any difficulties
while almost the same percentage ends up with serious problems.
In order to comparethe Los Angeles history to the global performance levels derived above
it is necessary to understand that the worldwidecase histories summarizedin Tables 4.1 and
8.1 do not refer to entire subwayprojects but rather to individual segmentsof these projects,
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usually represented by separate tunneling contracts. In fact, in several instances the tables
contain more than one case history (tunneling segment) from the samesubwaysystem in the
samecity (e.g., WashingtonDC, Paris, Tokyo, London, Lille, Baltimore, Lyon,
Edmonton). Thus, to make a meaningful evaluation of Los Angeles Metro performance, one
has to look at the tunneling history here in terms of individual contracts rather than in terms
of the entire system. There have been eight separate tunneling contracts completedor under
construction in Los Angeles so far and these are listed in Table 6.1. Onecan comparethe
worldwidelevels of performance with those at the MTAcontracts by combining the two
tables:
Category
1
2
3

Worldwide (36 cases) MTA(8 cases)
16 cases (44 %)
5 cases (14%)
15 cases (42%)

4 cases (50%)
1 case (12.5%)
3 cases (37.5%)

The conclusion which can be derived from comparisonof the simple statistical comparison
above is that the Los Angeles Rail Metro project in terms of its overall performanceis about
equal to or slightly better than the world average.
This conclusion does not meanthat there is no roomfor improvementon this project. In
fact, there are several technical and management
aspects which emergedfrom this study as
desirable for improvementor change.
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9.0 FEASIBILITY

OF TUNNELING IN LOS ANGELES

In relation to construction feasibility, the geological and geotechnical environmentalong the
existing and proposed corridors of Los Angeles Metro is clearly compatible with safe and
economicalundergroundconstruction. Dozensof cities in various countries have
successfully developedundergroundtransportation systems in similar or even moredifficult
groundconditions. Abouthalf of these cities have experienced difficulties comparableto or
even worse than those which occurred in Los Angeles. Comparingthis with the Los
Angelesconstruction history, whichincludes eight separate tunneling contracts and four
major geotechnical problemson these contracts, a conclusion can again be drawnthat the
Los Angeles subwaytunneling is about equal to or slightly better than the world average.
However,the other half of the case histories showsthat shallow urban tunneling can be
carried out entirely without major problemsor undue interference with normal urban life and
still at reasonable cost. It is this latter half of the subwaytunneling spectrumthat should
becomethe target for Los Angeles now.
The Los AngelesMetro tunneling contracts carried out so far utilized tunnel boring
machineswith either open face or face partially protected with breasting plates or breasting
tables. In groundconditions wherethe open face or the partial protection was not sufficient
to control the ground, this tunneling method was complementedby ground improvement,
mostly in the form of grouting. This approach was adequate for the majority of the
tunneling, except for a few instances where excessive settlement occurred for reasons
discussed before.
As reflected by the documentedtrends in soft ground tunneling worldwide, the risks
involved in methodsdepending on ground conditioning are increasingly eliminated by
turning to tunneling methodsusing positive face control. These methodsoffer a "blanket"
type protection against ground deformation and instability and are muchless dependent on
factors such as ground variation or workmanshipwhich play an important role with
grouting.
In Los Angeles, where there are relatively few problems with groundwater, the optimal
tunnel boring machineto be considered might be an earth pressure balance machine (EPB
TBM)capable of operating in two modes. The first modewould be an open face mode, to
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be applied in competent ground (e.g., the Puente Formation). The second mode, to be used
in the alluvial soils, wouldbe the earth pressure balance mode,with the face under active
pressure. Should ground water becomea serious problem, the earth pressure balance
machinein closed modeis well-equipped to handle such a situation. In addition to
considering an open-face shield, MTA
should at least consider the advantages and
disadvantages and cost implications of EPBM
as one meansof reducing risk of significant
settlement and minimizing public disruption on future projects. Such equipment mayor may
not cost more.
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Table 2.1
Geologic Units Encountered by Existing or
Proposed Tunnel Alignments (after Converse et al. 1981)

Young Alluvium

(Qal)

Silt, sand, gravel, and boulders; chiefly unconsolidated
(loose) and granular.

Old Alluvium

(Qalo) Clay, silt, sand, and gravel; chiefly consolidated (stiff)
fine-grained.

San Pedro Formation

(Sp)

Sand; clean, relatively cohesionless; locally impregnated
with oil or tar (Formation not exposed at surface on
geologic map).

Fernando Formation

(Tf)

Claystone,siltstone, sandstone; chiefly soft, stratified
siltstone; local hard sandstonebeds.

Puente Formation

(Tp)

Claystone,siltstone, sandstone; chiefly soft, stratified
siltstone; local hard sandstone

Topanga Formation

Siltstone, sandstone, conglomerate;chiefly hard, well
cemented,massive sandstone; local soft, thin siltstone beds;
includes some Cretaceous conglomerate and sandstone,
undifferentiated beds.

Topanga Formation

(Tb)

Basalt; includes dolerite and andesitic basalt; non-columnar
flows and intrusives; deeply weathered, soft, crumbly at
surface; hard, unweatheredat depth.

Alluvial Fan

(Qf)

Silt, sand, gravel, and boulders; primarily semiunconsolidated (dense) and granular.

Modelo Formation

(Tm) Claystone, siltstone, sandstone; chiefly soft, diatomaceous
stratified siltstone; local hard sandstonebeds.

Granite

(Cg)

Chiefly granodiorites; deeply weathered, soft at surface;
hard unweatheredat depth.
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Table 2.2
Tunnel Reaches in Santa Monica Mountains Tunnel

Reach

Approx~ate

Stat!on

No~

~o og

c U~ ~k

Type)~ithm

~1

629 + 60 to 679 + 80

Plutonic Rock (predominantly granodiorite)

2

679+80 to 693+00

Chico Formation (conglomerate and sandstone)
and Simi Conglomerate (conglomerate)

3

693+00 to 698+30

Las Virgenes Sandstone and Lower Topanga
Formation (sandstone and conglomeratic
sandstone)

4

698+30 to 716+10

Middle TopangaFormation (basalt and basalt
breccia)

5

716+ 10 to 730+30

Lower section of Upper Topanga Formation
(sandstone, partly conglomerate)

6

730+30 to 761+40

Upper section of Upper Topanga Formation
(interbedded sandstone and siltstone/shale)
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ReachNo. 2 - 1,320 Feet

ReachNo. 1 - 5,020 Feet

GEOLOGIC CONDITIONS

GEOLOGIC CONDITIONS

General Lithoiogy - Conglomerateand interbedded sandstone lenses with minor (rare) thin
claystone/siltsione beds. Large roundedgravel/cobbles to 8 inches and occasionally to 24
inches, matrix supported. Poorly to indistinctly bedded (massive). Simi Conglomerate
contains up to 60 percent quartzite cobbles and boulders.

(~eneral Lithdlog,¢ - Medium-to coarse-grained granitic rocks, blockystructure, infrequent inclusions
(gneiss/schist), mildly foliated. Possible basalt dikes from fewinches to several tens of feet thick and
rare aplite or felsite dikes.

Discontinuities - Joint spacing variable. From0.4 to 24 inches, dominantly2.4 to 8 inches. Dip angles
20 to 50 degrees (common).Near Hollywoodfault, inclination toward north and northeast. Mixed
horizontal and vertical with randomjoint sets commonat northern portion of reach. Joints generally
tight hairline planar features.

Discontinuities - Close joint spacing (2.4 to 8 inches) common,
widely spaced randomsheared
zones with clay seams. Joint sets generally randomand contain several intersecting sets.
Beddingdips 10 to 70 degrees northeast (40 to 60 degrees dominant).
Conglomerateclasts are shatlered and mayfragmentinto smaller particles. Intact clasts
should be anticipated.

C,.ementation - Slight to moderate(variable) should stand ",veil at face. Cobblesanct boulders
usually poorly cementedto matrix and’will dislodge easily.

Cementation - (igneo~ intrusive rock~)
Weathering - Completely weathered/decomposednear Hollywoodfault zone (estimated 200-foot section)
transitioning to moderately wealheredin central reach to fresh in northern two-thirds of reach. Rock
will be hydrolhermallyaltered and breeeiated in shear zones.

Weathering- Fresh. no alternation.

Percent Quartz - 19 to 33 percent of rock mass.

GroundwaterTable. - about 700 feet above tunnel crown and about 75 feet below ground
surface.

GroundwaterTable - about 120 to 740 feet above tunnel crown and about 9 feet below ground surface.
Groundwalerbarrier at Hollywoodfault.

Percent Quartz - Variable from 3 to 45 percent inclusive of sand grains and quartz rich rock
fragments.

Qthcr Oeolotic Conditions - Interface between the granitic and conglomerate bedrock may
represent a fault zone up to 15 feet-wide comprisedof highly sheared and brecciatcd rock
fragments derived from the conglomerate.
Other Geologic Condition~
o One or more major shear zones up to 200 feet wide (previously reported in Los Angeles Sewer
~
Tunnel). I
r
,-~ lollywood fault zone to be ¢russcd al exlreme south end of reach. Rockanticipated to be very
weathered (locally decomposed)breeciated and sheared. Hollywoodfault forms groundwater barrier
wilh at least 186 feet of groundwaterelevation difference across Ihe fault.
o Minor sheared zones from 1 to 10 feet wide are common.

For: Los Angeles County
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Table 2.3
Sallt8 MonicaMountainsTunnel
Anticipated

Geologic Conditions

Reaches
No. 1 andNo. 2

November 1995
W-7101-01

ReachNo. 3 - 530 feet

ReachNo. 4 - 1,780 feet

GEOLOGIC CONDITIONS

GEOLOGIC CONDITIONS

General Lhholo~y- Dominantlythick beds of sandstonc and conglomeratic sandstone, and (rare)
conglomeratelenses to 3 feet thick with rounded clast to 18 inches and matrix supported. E.stimatcd 80
percent sandstone, 10 percent gravelly sandstone, 5 percent conglomerateand 5 percent siltstonc. This reach
includes Las Virgcnes, massivearkosic 125 feet thick, friable sandstone.

.G. eneral Lithology. "Extrudedbasalt, dominantlybreccia with massiveintervals of basalt
flows. Breccias ire coherent, matrix supported; clasts are angular 1o several inches
across. Matrix consists of chlorite, zeolite, and smectite minerals. Infrequent
depositional lenses and layers of sandstone up to 50 feet thick, fine to mediumgrained.

Discontinuities - Joints closely to widelyspaced (2.4 inches to 6.6 inches) inclined from 30 to 60 degrees,
generally healed with calcium carbonate. Beddingdips 30 to 60 degrees to the northe,x’~t.

Discontinuities. Joints and shear~ often lined with chlorite/smectile are very closely to
moderately closely spaced (0.4 to 24 inches), and predominantly interlocking and wavy.
Generally two sets at moderate to sleep inclinalion with one randomset superimposed.
Inclinations range from 24 to 60 degrees (44 degrees average). Trends E-W, NW,ENE,
shears commonly
are near vertical. Most joints and shears arc healed with infilling of
calcite, zeolite, chlorite, minerals, or smeclite.

Cementation- Igneous rock (basalt) Not Applicable. Breccia are not granular, matrix
softer than fragments, generally coherent. Sandstone lenses maybe well cemented.
Cementation - Sandstones arc moderately well cemented (not friable). Conglomeratebeds are vcry weakly
cemented. Cementationis via calcite or clay and up to 30 percent by volume. The Las Virgenes sandstone
is friable (weaklycemented).
Weathering- Generally fresh with approximately 4 percent chlorite bearing (hydrothermal alternation).

Weathering- Fresh (unweathered) but muchof original basalt is hydrothermally altered
Io serpentine and chlorite group minerals.
Percent Ouartz - Noquartz present but rock contains an abundanceof serpentine and
chlorite group minerals on fracture surfaces.
{;roundwater Table - About 650 feet above tunnel crown and about I00 feet below
ground surface

Percent Quartz. - 28 to 47 percent (mostly sand sized grains).
GroundwaterTable - about 560 feet above tunnel crown and abut 165 feet below.ground surface.

Other Geolo~.ie Conditions_ - Geologic contacts are judged to be conformableat each end of reach.

For: Los Angeles County
Metro Rail Project
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Qther Geologic Condition - Lowpercentage of iron p/rite disseminated in rock mass or
locally concentrated on somejoint surfaces. Geologic contaels are judged to be
conformable on each end of reach.

Table 2.4
SantaMonicaMountains
Tunnel
Anticipated
GeologicConditions
Reaches
No. 3 andNo, 4

November 1995
W-7101-01

ReachNo. 5 - 1,420feet

ReachNo. 6- 3,110 feet

GEOLOGICCONDITIONS

GEOLOGICCONDITIONS

General Litholo~ - Dominantlya massive to thick beddedmediumto coarse grained
sandstone~th widely spaced thin to thick gravelly sandstone zones. Sequencecontain
80 percent sandstone, 15 percent conglomeraticsandstone, and .5 percent conglomerate.
Cla.sts up to 24 inches (rare to 48 inches), subangularto subroundcd,matrix supported.
Minorthin (1 to 2 inchesthick) siltstone rare.
Discontinuities- Joints closely to widelyspaced(2.4 inchesto 6.6 inches) andprimarily
moderatelyclosely spaced(8 to 24 inches). Noregular pattern of orienlation or dip
angle (random).Infrequent sheared clay seams.

, ....

Cementation- Moderatelycementedwith primarily calcite.
We,~lhering- Fresh (unweathered),no alteration

General Litholo~ - Interbeddedsandstone and siltstonelshale. Laminatedto thickly
bedded(very distinct). Dominantlyfine to coarse sandstonein the south portion and
increase in siltstonelshale content towardsthe north portion. Bedrockis folded locally,
but beddingpredominantlydips northeast.

Di.~continuitics- Joint spacingmoderatelyclose (8 inchesto 24 inches), usually oneset
with apparentrandomorientation. Beddingdips generally 50 to 90 degrees, reversals
and possible overlurninganticipated. Beddingparts easily on somesillstoneJshale
surfaces, often sheared,polished clay-lined seamspresent.

Cementation- Variable, ranging from slightly Io moderatelywell cemented.Some
sandstonelayers are uncementedand very friable.
Weathering- Mostlyfresh (unweathered).Locally highly weatheredto residual soil.

Percent Qu,~rlz - Quartzcontent of sand grains varies from15 to 30 percent with
intervals up to 55 percent quarlz.
GroundwaterTable - About 550 feet above tunnel crown and about 50 feet below
groundsurface.
Other Geologic(;::onditions. - Geologiccontacts are judgedto be conformableai each
end of reach.

Percent Quarlt. - Quarlzcontent of sand grains varies from 15 to 30 percent with
inlervals up to 55 percenl quartz.
~roundwaterTable - About50 to 200 feet above tunnel crownand 0 to 30 feet below
groundsurface
Other GeologicConditions- The BenedictCanyonfault zone will be crossed at the
north end of the reach. Twozones of shearing/brecclation arc anticipated beneaththe
HollywoodFreewayarea. Nomarc Ihan 9 feet of bedrock overlies tunnel crown
beneath HollywoodFreeway. Stream alluvium maybe encountered in crown of tunnel
beneathfreeway. Geologiccontact at the south end of the reach is judged to be
conformable.
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SantaMonicaMountains
Tunnel
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Anticipated Geologic Conditions
ReachesNo. 5 and No. 6

November1995
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Table4.1

Los AngelesCounty
MetroRail Proiect

Reviewof Urban Tunnels in Soft Ground
No,

Count~

Project

Year

Type of Ground

i
1 #,ntwerp- MetroLine 2

iBelgium

2 ’Atlanta (MARTA)

IUgA

"
1977, saturatedsilty sand,s~andy
sdi.
;weatheredrock
1973-1992sandyclay. sand, gravel, near-surface
I
water
~ 1973-i9~2lsandyclay sand,gravel, near-surfacei
,
,water
~

usa

Baltimore MTA)

]USA

Berlin- city metro

i Germany
i
I

iBost~n(MBTAi-RedLineExtension

usA

~
lBo~ion - Weil~sle~ Extension SewerUSA" -- ~

/

~ai~oMetro
9 ICarowastewaterproject

~-]~gypt
Egypt

[

i large boulders,water-bearing
sands
/and gravels
’
1~8 1~iity¢lay, 0utwashsan~ndgra~ei.
glacialtill - verydense
silty to coarse
running
Sands
1989 saturated

Canada

19 Essensubway(Baulos 34)

Germany

2O GelSenkirchenRailway

Germany

23 Japan, sewage
24 Kobe- Maiko Twin HighwayTunnel

2~

12/t/95-CASEHIS4XLS-sas

~6ft

I

20ft

1

2Oft

i
I

22ft
/

~ft

I
....

20ft

)-~

~3ft

l
I

--Cft

[
~9~ -~we~and~co~i~s,~nal
1980’s, ldensesand
1990’S L

1989

1979
1991

---

Hamb~n::j sewage {unn~

66ft
[

7fl

]
~

72fl [
39ff
1

l

G

mixedface: sand,gravel, abovewater
level
marl,silts

31~
17ff
’

mixedface: sand,silty sandandchalk
marl, undergroundwater
~iabl~ Si ~yc~ay,gravel, bouldersl
iround water
variable:sandor clay with silt, below
g_ro_und
water
alluvium gravel and clay, ~d~r ~und
water
Pleistocenesediment,sand,gravel,
layers of clay
Tertiary rocks, chalk, limestone,sandbearingCretaceous
rock, clay, sand

~~PB TBM
~
SPBTBM
~APBTBM !

concrete segments

19ft

EPB TBM

concrete segments

19ft

CF TBM

concrete segments

19ff
1 lft

SPB TBM
SPBTBM

74ft

CF TBM
(Lovat)
CF TBM
(Lovat)

concrete segments
concretesegments+ castin-place concrete
concrete segments

compaction
grouting from
the surface, chemical
grouting

SPB TBM

49ft

27ft

concrete segments

~1ift

24ft

SPB/EPB
TBM
SPB TBM

38ft

SPB TBM

steel segments

14ff

SPB TBM

11ft

!EPB TBM

;~

25ft

EPB TBM

compressed
air, chemical
grouting

steel ribs andwooden
lagging,cast-in-place
concrete
concrete segments

22ft

30h x 39w NATM

Page1 of 3

grou~iegiO control ~a~e~
percolation
chemicalgrouting

rib andlagg~ng,cas~-im
place concrete
ia~k~d
pipe
.

~SPBTBM

20ft

13ft

Reference
No~

;concrete segments

i
OF TBM
!(backhoe)
~on~ret~g~m~water-proof
IOF TBM
(d~gger shield membrane
cast- n-p ace
SPB TBM
i
lO#TBM

Ground Improvement

L

--

13ft I
I
]

PB TBM

Lining- Initial/Final

IAPB TBM

Egypt

1~ dmonton Subway

Grauhoitz

(ft)
21ft

33-92ft

1986

1980’s, ~compact
to densesand,soft to very
occasional
1990’s ~stiff clay, cobbles200ram,
bou!dersjm
~ 98~loamy sand, sandy loam, gravelly
Caraca~~eiro
Venezu~
sandunder groundwater
c aye:~ands,S tS: SehSts
~/-enezuel~
13 ica~a~as ~i~0 (P~atria-Fuerz~
(decomposed)
Armadas)
Germany
1992 quaternarysands, clay-sands
Cologne’sUrbanRailway
coarsealluvial deposits,densesandy
CreteiI-ValentonTunnel,north-west France
underwater
of Paris - wastewater
diversion
1979
glacial till, above
waterlevel
ExperimentalSewage Canada
tunnel
i~ iEdmon~0nLRTSubway
Canada
1981 stiff glacialtill, above
waterlevel
Cairo wastewaterproject

(ft)
30-59ft

(ft)

1977-1981
Ifine sand

iBat more(MTA

Tunneling
Method

Depth of I Depth of Diameter
Water ! Tunnel

steel segments
fault grouting

concrete segments
forepoling,ribs + cast-inplace concrete
concrete segments

face bolts, chemicalgrouting
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Table4.1
Reviewof UrbanTunnels in Soft Ground

No

Pro)ect

Country

Year

Type of Ground

Depth of Deethof
Water Tunnel
(ft)

26 Lile Metro

France

27 Lde Metro

France

1994

28 LISbOn
Metro
29 LOndOn
test tunne

Portugal
Eng ana

1972

30 L/on MetroDneD

France

31 Lyontraffic tunnels underSaome
32 Mexico Cdy Sewage

France
Mexico

Tertiary waterbearingsands,gra~ls
loose water-beanng
gravelly soil
containingboulders
[
recent soft manne
silty clay (BayMud)
1985 .nard dlluwum san(~ gravel
1977-1979Quaternaryterrace debos~t
(Pleistocenet.well gradedsandy-silty
gravel, bouldersup to lm, no water
1992-1998
[marl, gravel, coarselimestone,clayeyI

36 [Oaklandsueway Cahforma
USA
37 [Osaka~tormwaterTunnel1 and 2
Japan
38 Osterode- Butterberg tunn - 50 km
southeastfrom Hannover

42 San Francisco (BART
_
43 SanFrancisco (MUNI)Metro
Turnback
44 S~nFrgncisco,~t~-r~way

[France
Pa~:is

~
~USA
,[_
45~Sa°Paulo- Alto da BoaVista Tunnel~r~z[I46 iSaoPaulo- subway
underBoaV,sta [l~razil
!street and Ca~xaEconomica
|
47 ’SaoPaulo- subway
north of PresteslBrazil
Malashaft
/
1
48 Seattle Downtown
Transit
USA

/

49 ~a]tle-West Tunnel- wastewater IUSA
tunnel

/

50 ShangaLsewage

12/1/95-CASEHIS4
XLS-sas

"

1992-1998sand, clayey ground, lim~s~o~

4
.....
/galy
~ ......
USA
J
/USA

China

1989

1994

-

l

1

~
/hardclay, silty sand,sandwith gravel
43ft
l silty sand,belowgroundwater
alluvial cohesivedepositswatercloseI
o the surface
[mlxedconditions of fill,
bay mud [ 23ft l

1
1981 Jsoff sandyclay (recent BayMudi,
ground
Iiunder
sands,
silty water
clays, belowgroundwater J
"~971~ ’Iclayey
.......
sand(stiff - dense),,above
-1973
I perchedgroundwater
1973

/ lacial soils, flowing sand

1~94

~que~in~.fastraveling, cohesive
1flowing
glacial consolidated
soils,

(ft)

32ft
13ft

;EPB TBM
SPB TBM

concrete segments
steel segments

21ft

’SPB TBM

37, 38. 9,
140, 41, 2,

32ft

13ft

]EPB TBM
SPB TBM

extrudedconcretewdnsteel’
fibres
Iconcrete segments

45

26ft

26ft

EPB TBM

grouhng
/concrete segments
~ |extruded
concrete
behind

43ft

1
24fl iA~l~ TBM_
24ft
EPBTBM

lining
1segmented
L
concrete segments

52ft
72ft
46ft

19ft
378
38fl

~s~el~gments
lconcrete segment~
-[shotcrete 30cm,wire mesh, i1.3 m forepoling

98ft

39ft

98ft

24fl

98fl

35fl

39ft

~9.

,silty

clay
, silty sand
, underground

12fl

’EP~

20fl

13~
20fl

NATM
CF TBM

59ft

21fl

300fl

~oft-

13ft

Page2 of 3

l OFTaM

30ft

I
i

,I

- .
48
49 50
51

face supp~rtedbyfals~o~k 26
+ shotcrete,fiberglasstubes
26

concretesegments.

~,~4,
55.

[SPB TBM

19fl

~
grounewa
er head(60ft) abovethe
Itunnel. methanepresence,boulders

~

I ribs prim"
~
|Over-cutting lsh~ic~ete+ cast-in-place
]method
Jconcrete
t
~sP~tEP~

33ft

20fl

i

[APB TBM
~SPBTBM
[NATM

135

~T~M

t

39ft

Reference
No1

EPB TBM

sa~-s, s,lty clays belowgroundwater,
perchedgroundwater

1987

Ground Improvement

25ft

1994

[sand

Lining - Initial/Final

SPBTBM

66ft
26ft

1994 !hardgneisssoft alluvial mat
1984-1986 ~ ghly compressibleclay under
groundwater
alluvial groundabovewatertable
[

Tunneling
Method

25fl

1984-1986gravelunderriver

33 M~lan- PassanteFerrowano
(railway Italy
twin tube/
34 MumchUnd~rgi~und
i Germany
35 NagoyaMunicipal Subway
Jaban

39 Paris - East-WestCrossoverLine
(EOLE)
40 Paris - Eas{-WestCrossoverLine
(EOLE)
41 Rome
- GallenaAurelia -railway

(ft)

fine grainedsou sandyclayeywaterbearinggravels
Sedimentede Marquewire coarse
grave
alluVia clay. sandgravel
gravel, belowgroundwater

Diameter

]OF TBM

T~-

I
::~:~:~Z~segment

s

steel weldedpan segmentschemicalgrouting
st~enedwith ribs
s~el
segments
......
shotcrete
segment iron nngs -

56~
57~

58
~9
~6, ~1,62,
63, 64, 65
66,~7, 68,
70

~
......
~m w~l/s, underpinning,
grouting, chemicalgrouting
_ _ fro~sudace
OF TBM
segment
iron rings
vacuum
wells, underpinning,70
(manual
grouting, chemicalgrouting
excavation)
fromsjfface
OF TBM
water proof membrane
compaction
grouting, jet
71, 72
(digger shield) (PVC),concretesegments grouting, edudorwell, deep
wells, vacuum
well points,
chemicalgrouting,
underpinning
bolted
an~
gasketed
EP8 TBM
compaction
grouting, jet
108
concrete segments
grouting, eductorwell, deep
wells, vacuum
well points,
chemicalgrouting,
underpinmng
TBM conc,_._
__~..._..._
73

W-7101-01

Table4.1

Los Angeles
County
MetroRail Project

Reviewof UrbanTunnels in Soft Ground
Project

No

Country

Type of Ground

Year

Depthof, Depth of i Diameter! Tunneling
Water Tunnel ;
I Method
(ft)

51 Shanghai Subway
!
52 Shlkawa- TokyoRailway
i
53 Singapore. subway
54 iTaipei Metro- Taiwan
55 iTokyo- Idabashi SubwayStation

China
i Japan
i
~
!
I Singapore
"
iTaiwan

j Japan
56 :Tokyo- railway
i Japan
57 ’Tokyo Highway,Kawasaki-Kisarazui Japan
Japan
58 ]TokyoS~werSystem,OhtaTrunk
59 iT~ky0 S~werSystem,OmoriTrun-k Japan

i

]

1992
1995
1980
1994

65 IToren-td: sewertunnel

I ~990
[Japan___i
i Japan [
"~a~da
197~
Canada

66 iV enna Subway

,~ustria

- 1
67 IVille ust - railwaytunnel

France

68 iWashington D.C (WMATA)-A2 test USA
section

i

~gTWash~ngt~nD.C (WMATA)jSections E-5, 6e, 8e
-7~l wa~hin~i~ ~ C. ~=V~k4~,TA~:

LA;nacostiaRiver Crossing
7’1 @~ington DC.~ATA)

1983

1987

USA

1987

I Japan

18fl

7fl

66fl

7ft
1
~

silt and sand,undergroundwater
,-sandyClay, grave~,Underg~:0undwater
sandySoii, Undergroundw~t~-rtable
,
/sandy soil, under~rou~~ate~
veryden~esa~d:cla~{ill
20ft I
fine medium
sands
~luvial

,
1311l
52fl
52ft
5211 !
89ft
23fl
34ft
38ft

1987

1991

mixedgroundconditions, clay invert
and waterloggedsandcrown
aquifer alluvial loosesand
!diluvial sandandSilt

1811 IEPB TBM
~Oft !EPB TBM
29ft
SPB TBM
~ft
SPB TBM
46ft
SPB TBM
27ft
EPB TBM
i 2ft
EPB TBM
1911 EPB TBM
24ft
IEPB TBM
13ft
SPB TBM
17ft
EPB TBM
1411 OF TBM

{

OF TBM

’

J

gravel, sand, occasionalboulders,clayt 33fl
, C retaceo~ ~, d~n~ ~l~yey
sands
Cretaceousand Pleistocenedeposits

i

89_[1

lalluvial clay, sand

APB TBM

2~fl ~sPB TBM

72fl

~984-1988fine densesand, at and aboveground
water
i
Pleistocenesend,gravel, silty send, ; 33ft
i Perchedgroundwater(Sft head)
!

USA

=USA
[Greenbelt Route
72 WashingtonD.C. (VVMATA),Branch USA
Rte. and PentagonRte. Tunnels
73 Y~kohama
- River Diversion ChannelJapan
74 lYokohama
City- KonanTunnel

1966

(ft)

(ft)

211

alluvi~i S~nd,~r~vel
g~av~land sand, ~elowgroundwater I

~ilt, undergroundwater
1987-198~
Isa~ndyJilt, fine sand,underground

60 ,Tokyo SewerSystem,Shin-Ohmori Japan
61 Tokyo, Keiyo. subway
Japan
62]Tokyo, . Shinozaki ._t~"nl~e~
63 i Tokyo,Shinozaki.sewer
64 :T0ronto-~ewer~u~nel

i soft clay and permeable
sandunder
I groundwater
’inon-cohesive
Wellcompacted
gravel,
i
under groundwater
soft clay, permeableSan~
ailuvial clay~sii{y sand

Lining-Initial/Final

i
iconcrete segments

74

tconcreie segments

75

~concretesegments
concrete segments
concrete segments
concrete segments
~oncrete segments
concrete segments
Iconcrete segments
segmentconcrete
dewatering,grouting
ribs and concreteplanks+ I
icast-in-place concrete
rib~ andconcreteplanks+

511 i

33ff

24ff

30ft

=SPB TBMIconcrete

49ff

21ff

OF TBM

i7h x 16w NATM

3311

21~

39ft

19ff

98ft

! 364 fl~

16-79fl I 1540

Reference
No~

(hand mining) cast-in-place concrete
NATM

20ft

Ground Improvement

segments

~xpanded
steel ribs

shotcrete+ cast-in-place
concrete

76
77
33
4
78
79
79
79
80,81
82
82
83, 84
85

dewatering,groundfreezing, 86
grouting
2,100,87,
B8,89
deepdewateringwells,
90,91
chemicalgroutingin running
terrace deposits
92,93

EPB TBM
94
Hitachi)
CF TBM
concrete segments
chemicalgrouting
94, 95, 96
Lovat~ __
concrete segments
chemicalgrouting
97
OF TBM
Robbins)
NATM
shotcrete+ cast~-in-place chemical grouting, drainage98
concrete
boring
NATM
forepoling,shotcrete+ cast- jet groutingin soft clay,
99
vertical bolting fromthe
m-placeconcrete
I surface

References
for the casehistories are providedafter the maintext of the appendix.
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Table 4.2
Summary of Urban Tunnels in Soft Ground

NATMall

7

5

0

2

I

5

3

0

2

0

2

2

0

0

1

OF TBMall

12

2

1

9

8

OF TBMwith GC

8

1

0

7

6

OF TBMwithout

4

1

1

2

2

CF TBMall

4

0

2

2

1

EPB TBMall

20

6

1

13

3

SPB TBMall

25

13

2

10

1

APB TBMall

5

3

1

1

2

Others

1

0

0

1

0

TBMall types

66

24

7

35

15

TOTALS:

74

29

7

38

16

NATMwith

GC

’NATMwithout

GC

GC

Legend:
TBM
OF TBM
CF TBM
APB TBM
SPB TBM
EPB TBM

Tunnel Boring Machine
Open Face TBM
Closed Face TBM
Air Pressure Balance TBM
Slurry Pressure Balance TBM
Earth Pressure Balance TBM
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Table 6.2

Los Angeles County
Metro Rail Project

Soft GroundTunneling Costs for Selected
North AmericanTransit Projects

I
Location

Project

Contractor

Start

Route
Feet

Bid ! Total

Tunnel
Size

Excavation
Method

, (million) i(million)! (feet)
I
I
IAtlanta, GA
B~Balt~ie, MD
!
!Baltimore, MD
i
i Baltimore, MD
~ngele~

:MARTA-Broad Street
Baltimore - Bolton Hills

1977
Aug-77
Fruin-Colnon
i Corporation
iTraylor, MK&
Sep-78
Baltimore - Lexington
Market
i Grow(JV)
Baltimore - John Hopkins iKiewit/Shea (JV) Jul-89

C~ [~C-MTA

~ashington,

DC

~shi~gt~r~i DC~
Washington, D.C.
Washington, DC
:Washington, DC.
Washington, DC.

iWMATAL Pentagon and
Branch Tunnels
WMATA 1987 ...........
WMATA 1989
WMATA 1994A
WMATA 1994B
WMATA 1994C

Healy-BallGreenfield (JV)
Traylor Bros./
S&M

$25,145
$10,353
$13,667

i
$15,849 2

22’ 2"
22’ 2"

shield

$7,311

31205

21’ 10"

shield

$6,096

$65.4
$4.4

$66,71 10515
$4.4
164

21’ 11"
19’ 8"

shield
shield

$6,526
$64,376

$22.6
$21.1
$44.1
$50.9

na 1205
$21.01 1110
nal 5000
1895

19’5"
19’ 5"
21’ 3"

shield
shield
shield
CF TBM

$26,993
$39,081
$10,899 2
$34,127 3

$25.8

1 1770

CF TBM

$18,921 4

$9.9
$24.9

$10.81 2653
1135

$19.5

1695

EPBM

$25.6

2540

EPBM

$7,400 5
$10,464
$27,784
$10,200-~
$14,217 4
$10,200 5
$12,965

; Oct-75

$18.2

$23.01 6850

20’11"

shield

$9,800
$7,989

Aug-74

$35.7

’ 4400

18’

TBM

$20,893

A146

estimated tunnel cost
WMA:TASection G-2 "

$11.6
i

20’ 6" !
shield
19’ 1" i compressedair,
~
drill & blast
$11.8 1560 1 19’1" i compressed
air
5615

shield w/
compressedair
shield

Shank/
Feb-87
iOhbayashi
Los Angeles, CA iLACMTA A171
~Shank/
Dec-86
Ohbayashi
i
I
May-92i
.Shea/KiewitJ
lLos Angeles, CA iLACMTA B251
i
Kenny
Ohbayashi
Oct-93
[LosAngeles, CA LACMTA C331
New York, NY
NYCTA131-D, Section 5 !MacLean-Grove Nov-75
i(JV)
Sep-81
NYCTA131-D, Section 8 !Schiavone
:Schiavone
Mar-77
!New York. NY
NYCTA133, Section 2
Guy F. Atkinson
Seattle, WA
Seattle DowntownTransit
Nov-86
Washington, D.C.
iMergentime/
Aug-85
:WMATASection E-lb/c
Perini
:WMATASection E-ld
iMergentime/
Jun-83
Washington, D.C
;Loram
estimated tunnel cost
i
iWashington, D.C.
WMATASection F-lb
Dravo
I Mar-74
WMATASection F-3a
Harrison Western i Nov-85
[Washington, D.C
i
;estimated tunnel cost
iWashington, D.C. WMATASection F-3c
Dec-86
,Mergentime/MK
estimated tunnel cost
i
~Washington, DC. ;WMATASection F-4a
;Harrison Western/i Dec-84
Franki-Denys

~Nashington, DCI

$29.1!
I

1995
Cos~Route
1
Foot

$70.4
$18.21
~
$26.31

$106.0

7900

$2501 2150
I
$29.7[ 5015

$163.51i $173.4

1987
1989
1994
1994
1994

20.7’

shield
EPBM

:

$14,358

$8,500
$8,200 5
$7,000
$11,000
$11.600

converted from bid date cost to 1995cost using ENRCost History
includes excavation for station
includes station
includes cut and cover section
estimatedcost for tunnel only (stations, cut andcover, shafts, etc. removed))
includes protection of existing structures
Note: Referencesfor the sourcesof cost data are provided after the main text of the appendix.
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Table 6.3

Los Angeles County
MetroRail Project

RockTunneling Costs for Selected
North AmericanTransit Projects
:
Project

Location

Laurens Street Tunnels

~altimore, MD

Granite
Construction Co.

I Clevecon,Inc.
’Baltimore - MondawinLine
South
’B~itimore - Mondawin
Tunnels
MBTAR~dLine - Porter to IP~in-i
’
Davis Square

Baltimore, MD
Baltimore, MD
Boston, MA
Boston, MA

i MBTAI~e~ Line- Po~er to ~, W~te ~
Hamard Square
Bu~aJ0 ~ion C’~
~u~n~oi~on~(JV)
iMergentime

Buffalo, NY

Start

Contractor
~

Mar-79

Jul-78

i

Route

Bid ~ Total

Feet

(million) i(million),

(feet)

$1316
,

Tunnel
Size

Sep-79

i $i119 " $i2.0!

$25.0

M~F80 $28.7

Excavation
Method

Foot 1

i
$14.8, 2603 I 22;x 19’ ’ heading & bench, ;
hand mining, drill &i
blast
& blast

3300 18’x 16’ t drill

S13 61 2550 23’~"
~

1995
Cost/Route

~i~l~~ I~]~{

$10,098

$6,667

..........

ina 4325

1
23’ 6" shield, drill

~ ~208

18’ 6" ~ .......

Y~..........

$4,548

na~ 7449

18’ 6"

TBM

$3,900

$9,458

& blast

iTraylor, Onyx(JV)
B~ffal0,

Buffalo Section C-31

~ -

Dallas fX ....
L,, ~ngeles:

1
DA~ : Cit~ #la~
CA tLAOMTA C311

S&M, McHugh,
JKenny(JV)
S ~ ~ly ....

Jan-80
~
J M~:92
Oct-94

~TraylorBros./
er
[~r£~ti~ ~emp ~
#~land; O~
/FrontierKemper/i May-93
JTraylor Bros.
~e~:~5
AMK
.......
W~,
~:~.
]w~Y~ecl~A-~a
1J.F.
S5e~
Ma~-~7,
WaShington, 5:~: - ~wMATASecii~-~
~p:~~
washington: D.C.
W~Sect~on B-i~a
]lib~e~~....
3~n:8~
Washington, D.C. I~MATA
Section B~10c - ~dillingham/
[ .......
~PodlandWestside Light
4Rail

~ashington D C
Washington,D.C.

WMATA1993
WMATASection C-4

’
IMK

1993
Nov-72

$17,7

~

~
~5~-’ ......... ~ --~756
$124.4 $124.4 13180
~

$96.8/
~
$2~.0~
~3.~
$51:5’
$19.5
~
$15.~

TBM
t

$4 585

TBM

T $9,401

[ ......
$120.5 14411

/---~~
/TBM,drill & blast
;
L
~27:~ ~62~
~:-L~~
bias
t
--~:5
ii4~
i9’
i’;
~
TBM " ]
~a ~80~
~rill~l~t
~
~
~d
~
~ driii~blast
~

]
$25.0 6056 ]

20’

shield, drill

& blast

$8,449

$3:957-$7A7~
$i5:963
$6 600 2
$12,207

1 converted from bid date cost to 1995cost using ENRCost History
2 estimatedcost for tunnel only (stations, cut andcover, shafts, etc. removed))
Note: Referencesfor the sources of cost data are provided after the main text of the appendix.
12/2/95-NRC_COST.XLS-sas
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Table 7.1
Selected Previous Soft Ground Tunneling Projects in Los Angeles
(1)

Metropolitan Water District San Fernando Tunnel -- Water
Supply
Date
Diameter/Length
Geology
Excavation Method
Initial Support
Contractor
Remarks

-

1970-1975
22 ft. O.D./29,100ft.
Soft sandstone &siltstone
Robbins Digger Shield
Precast concrete segments
Lockheed Shipbuilding & Construction
Company
Recordprogress (up to 277 ft/24 hr
day) in good ground
Substantial water inflow (1,400 gpm)
slowedrate of advance to 60 ft/24 hr
Caving resulted from thousands of
gallons of water in Old Alluvium
Sinkhole (10 ft diameter) on Foothill
Blvd.
Survived 6.4 Richter earthquake 2/9/71
without damage(earthquake tilted
tunnel; one portal uplifted 7 ft higher
but no evidence of damageto initial
lining)
Fatal gas explosion 6/24/71 killed 17
workers and stopped project for 27
months
Restart and completedwithout incident
with substantially moreventilation and
advance rates restricted to no more
than 25 ft/day; TBMremoved

(2)

MWD
Tonner Tunnels #1 & 2 -- Water Supply
Date
Diameter/Length
Geology
Excavation method
Initial Support
Contractor
Remarks

1972-1976
11 ft O.D./4.3 miles (23,000 ft)
Sandstone & shale (Puente formation)
Calweld rotary head CF TBM
Steel ribs & woodlagging
JF Shea Co. Inc. -- $15,348,331
Gassytunnel, 1st tunnel built after fatal
gas explosion in San Fernando tunnel
Mostof tunnel in low strength of 100200 psi
Boulders required modification of TBM
Encountered1,500 ft. of very hard
cemeted sandstone with unconfined
strengths of 12,000-15,000 psi so TBM
was abandonedfor drill & blast
Oil seeps but not significant acculations
were commonin some formations
One automatic shutdown of TBMdue
to methane

(3) MWDNewhall Tunnel -- Water Supply
Date
Diameter/length
Excavation method
Initial Support
Contractor
Remarks

-

1966-1970
26 ft O.D./3.5 miles (18,480 ft)
Calweld OF TBM
Steel ribs and woodlagging plus
precast concrete segments
Dixon Arundel MacDonald& Kruse;
Peter Kiewit
Contractor abandoned one TBMdue to
weak sedimentary rock sloughed ahead,
above and onto the machine, replacing
it with another TBMpushing off the
initial steel ribs and woodlagging

(4) LACFCDSacatella
Date
Diameter/length
Geology

Tunnel

1975-1977
18 ft O.D./0.6 miles (3,170 ft)
Claystone, siltstone, occasional very
hard calcareous cementedsandstone
(Puente Formation)
Excavation method Digger Shield
Initial support
Precast concrete segments
Contractor
Glansville Construction Co.
Gassy tunnel but ventilation kept alarm
Remarks
from going off
Encounteredseveral uncharted,
uncased, abandonedoil wells full of
water
Oil from formation seeped downsides
of supports
Dewatering by deep wells worked
satisfactorily
No reported overbreak; standup time
was 2-3 hours
Encountered several hard cemented
layers makingexcavation difficult.
Someair slaking noted.
Groundsettlement apparently not
measured but no settlement noted and
no noise complaints from residents
except at portals
Encountered 21-ft diameter auger hole
abandoned which chimneyed up to
within 6 ft of surface but did not
daylight to surface wasfilled with pea
gravel from the surface

(5)

North Outfall Replacement Sewer Tunnel (NORS)Digger
Shield Portions
Date
Diameter/length
Geology

1989
18 ft O.D./8 miles (42,782 ft)
San Pedro & LakewoodFormations of
dense sands, silts & clays. Under
LAXairport, lightly cemented dune
sand then uncementedrecent dune
sand; gassy tunnel, crosses active
Newport-Inglewoodfault and
potentially active OverlandAveand
Charnockfaults
Excavation method Digger Shield
Initial Support
Precast concrete segments
Contractor
JF Shea/Traylor Bros. JV
$115,240,050
Remarks
Gassy tunnel with full ventilation &
automatic methanedetection
Magnetometerprobe ahead of tunnel
was specified to detect any unknownor
uncharted oil wells
No oil seeps; some methane
encountered
Sinkhole on LAXproperty (20’
diameter & 16’ deep).
Subsequently encountered 7 smaller
sinkholes. Undertook comprehensive
program of exploration & remediation
with hundreds of borings & grout
holes. Second round of exploration/
remediation after newsinkhole
developed1 year later.

(6)

North Outfall Replacement Sewer Tunnel (NORS)EPBM
Stretch
Date
Diameter/length
Geology

1990-1991
12 ft O.D./1,900 ft
Claystone, siltstone & occasional very
hard calcareous cementedsandstone
(Puente Formation)
Excavation Method Earth Pressure Balance Machine
Initial Support
Steel liner plates; somereinforced with
steel ribs
Contractor
JF Shea/Traylor Bros. JV
Remarks
Gassytunnel with full ventilation and
automatic methanedetection
Magnetometerprobe ahead of tunnel
was specified to detect any unknownor
uncharted oil wells
EPBM
had considerable difficulty
operating in pseudo-earth pressure
balance mode.Difficulty with steel
supports.
Sinkhole developed to surface during
pseudo-earth pressure balance
operation

Table 7.2
Selected Previous Rock Tunneling Projects in Los Angeles

(1)

LAC(La Cienega-San Fernando Valley) Sewer Tunnel
1954-1956
9 ft O.D./2.8 miles (41,400 ft)
Conglomeratesandstone, shale
(TopangaFormation) 8,000 ft, granite
(4,000 ft), basalt (1,200 ft), Young
Alluvium(430 ft)
Excavation Method Drill & blast
Steel ribs &lagging; steel liner plates
Initial Support
for soft ground
LE Dixon Co.; lining by Kemper
Contractor
Construction Co.
Substantial groundwaterinflow at
Remarks
several locations (greater than 100 gpm
at 7 locations)
Maximum
water inflow for entire
tunnel 800 gpm
Heavy ground pressure in Topanga
Formation shale
Sinkhole to surface in wet, muddy
Young Alluvium
Date
Diameter/length
Geology

(2)

MWD
Hollywood Tunnel Water Supply\
Date
Diameter/length
Geology

1940-1941
8 ft O.D./0.7 miles (854 ft)
Conglomeratesandstone, shale
(TopangaFormation)(1,600 ft), basalt
(2,100 ft)
Excavation Method Drill & blast
Steel ribs & lagging
Initial Support
Contractor
JF Shea
Located at 400 ft above C-311
Remarks
Water inflow of 600 gpmat sandstone/
basalt contact

Table 8.1

Los Angeles County
MetroRail Project

Performanceof Urban Tunnels in Soft Ground
No Project

Year

Count~

Settlement

Reported Failure

I Tunneling
Method

Lining - Initial/Final

(in)
1 Antwerp-Metroline 2
2 ;Atlanta (MARTA)

Belgium

1977-1981

USA

1977

4 ~Baltimore (MTA)

USA

7 iBoston - Wellesley Extension Sewer

USA

~,;Cair°Metr°
9 ’]Cairo wastewaterproject

i0 Cairo waste water project
11 Cairo waste water project
13 CaracasMetro (Propatria-Fuerzas
14 Cologne’s UrbanRailway

21 Grauh0i~

.

faceruns, street collapse,
IOFI TBM
l[digger
compressed
air leakage through
unboltedungasketed
initial liners Ishield)
(two-passlining system), gasohne
groundcontamination
"
1
shied had to be removedthrough I SPBTBM
opencut after a bolder 1 5min
diameter could not be mined
through
SPB TBM

__E~ypt [
Egypt

i993
1980’s,
1990’s

Egypt
Egypt

1980’s,
1980’s,
1990’s
"

0 8-3 5in
0 8-2 6in

1992

06in

creteiI-valenton Tunnel, nort~-wes~of Fra~~e
Paris - wastewaterdiversion
[ 115(~
~dm;~i~ Ex~eHment~l sewage, tunnei ~a~da
17 ~EdmontonLRT Subway

19 ~sse~~ubway(gaulos 34~

20in

1989

Vene~uei~
Germany

1981

iSPB TBM
!APB TBM

06-10in

one caseof blow-out, compressed APB TBM
fair->raising of groundwater
tableflooding the basements
EPB TBM
SPB TBM

30 Lyon Metro Line ~

France

~2 Mexi~ity

SPB TBM

0 5in
0.4in

CF TBM

concrete segments+ cast-in
concrete
concrete segments

< 0 1in

~age
! Me~ico ;i 1984-i9~6
33 Milan- PassanteFerr~vi~i~ (raiiw~y -i -i~a]~,
twin tube)
34 Munich LJn~ergr~L~n~~ermany
1994

10in
10in

3~ o~ka St0rmwater Tunnel 1 and 2
38 iOsterode - Butterberg tunn : ~0 km
I southeastfrom Hannover
4.{ ’Romei Galleria Aurelia -railway

06in
0 5in

42
i [San Francisco ~BART

12/1/95-CASEHIS4.XLS-sas

i

1
I

Ja_pan

lialy
uSA

1985
~77-1979

14

01in

EPB TBM
SPB TBM
1984-1986

12, 13
14

16.4ft/d
26.2ft/day

28 E sb0~ Met}0
England

jackedreinforced concrete
ppe

concreie segments

SPB/EPB
~robiemsWith separatingfine solids SPB TBM
fromthe slurry

No1

poliing plates replacedby breasting
7, 8,
plates, explosion-proofequipment,
vapormonitoringat the surfaceand in
the tunnel, big digger replacedby roadheader,vaporextraction wells,
compressed air _
11
internal rock crusherfor bouldersof
381 cm in diameter

concrete
"membrane,
cast-in-place
i concrete

CF TBM
gPB ~-BM

~F TBM
(Lovat)

concrete segments

steel ribs and wooden
lagging, cast-in-place
concrete
concrete segments
steel segments
concrete segments
steel Segments

modificationto
accommodateboulders
breastingplates

42.0friday

19,20

85ft/day

21,22

29.5ft/day

27,102

15.Tft/day stone crusher (11mboulders)

30, 31, 29

39.3friday
13. lft/day

extruded concrete with steel 656fVday
fibres
con~retesegme~ts
SPB TBM
]
!EPB TBM
extiuded ~0ncrete b~hind
chemicalfoaminjection in the cutting
~ 78.7ft/day chamber
"
Con~reteSegmentedsegmentslining
IsPB!AP-~i
TBM~
34.4.ft/~a~t_
I NATM
lsh~{crete 300~: ~ir~ me~h~-]---6:~[~yy

p_s
pr_,_rn_:
_SPB TBM]concrete
[ 29 5ft/8~
segments

1989
3 9in

_
men, ~
s4LO_F_ ~T B~M,q ~te~i_w.~)d_ed_pan_seg
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16

18

~low-0ut by bentonite pressure
SPB TBM
resulted in 0 8 mdiameterchimney
-

Reference

1, 2, 3.4,

78.7ft/d

cave-in whenold well shaft
encountered(3 hours delay)

Special features

(if/day)
I 92ft/day

concrete segments

_ ~Germa~y

26 ~London- test tunnel

Iconcrete segments

Rate of
Advance

37,38,39,
40,41,42,
82
4~
49, 50

.....
2, 53, 54, 55,
--

.............

_5_8
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Table8.1

Los AngelesCounty
MetroRail Project

Performanceof UrbanTunnelsin Soft Ground
Country

No Project

Year

USA i

43 iSan Francisco (MUNI)Metro Turnback

1994

I
USA

44 [San Francisco water-way
45 i Sao Paulo Alto da Boa Vista Tunnel

Brazil

46 iSao Paulo- subwayunder BoaVista
!street and CaixaEconomica
47 ~SaoPaulo- subwaynorth Of prestes
Maiashaft
48 Seattle Downtown
Transit

i

iSettlement

i

1981
1978
1973

i

Brazil

i
I

Brazil

i

1973

I

USA

~ Tunneling
Method

ReportedFailure

53 iSingapore, subway

1994

steel segments

2g
8friday
!

i60,
6t:62,

I shotcrete 10cm+3~m

5.2friday

~66,67,

isegmentiron rings

19 7fVday

OF TBM
(manual
10F rBM
i(digger

segmentiron rings

13.1friday compressed
air, breasting plates

02in
0 8in
Irunning face wheregroundwater
I control wasineffecWe

_
1.0in

1992

56 Tokyo- railway

Japan

1980

62 Tokyo, Shinozaki trunk sewer

Japan

64 Toronto- sewer t~nnei

Canada

1972

65 iToronto- sewer unnei

Canada

1966

66 ~vienna Subway

Austria

~ ~Viilejust: railway tunnel
68 IWashin~ton D C (WMATA)-A2 test
section

France
USA

1983
1984-1988

shield)
EPB TBM

h~ghface pressures generatedpore ’:EPB TBM

whichled to large
IPressures
consolidationsettlements(12 cm)

EPB TBM

t .

brane
iwaterproo~ mem
(PVC), concrete segments

09in

i

facecollapsedue to insufficient
grouting

Iconcrete segments

71, 72

~o8

55.7friday compressed-airlocks
useful whenworking chamberhas to

77

12. lft/day i

4

~’~{Jt~e’~

~qtB~ber

SPB TBM
OF TBM

ribs and concrete planks +
cast-in-place concrete

40in

IOF TBM
i(hand

ribs and concrete planks +
cast-in-place concrete

NATM
SPB TBM

concrete segments

OF TBM

expandedsteel nbs

[

70

~0ncr~te~t~

0.1in

0.2in
37in
7.0in

0range-peelbreasting doors

d
I :: ~:rdeta: dsegga:;
:tt:

!SPB TBM

16.4friday

83, 84
85

compressedair
86
50.5friday
2, 100,87,
239ff, Jday breast jacks in the top andbreast plate 90, 91
5ft belowthe crown,poling plates from
crownto springline, ripper-bucketwith
an articulated arm

NATM

6~ IWashngton D.~ (WMATA)
- Sections

USA

I~E-5.6e,8e
L
: Anacostia,
70 Washing{~nD C. (WMATA)
!River Crossing

USA l

i98~

5.9in

71 iwashington DC(WMATA)
- Greenbelt

USA

1987

72 !Washington DC(WMATA),Branch
Rte and Pentagon Rte Tunnels
i
73 iYokohama
- River Diversion Channel

USA T

1 5in
1 6in

74 Yokohama
City - KonanTunnel

;steel weldedpan segments 11 8ft/day !compressed
air, face breasting, manual!59
!stffened wth ribs
iexcavation with pneumaticspade

[NATM
ICF TBM

1.6~n

Taiwan

No1

’

!EPB TBM

24in (in

54 iTaipei Metro- Taiwan

i Reference

1 1in

i

sand)
/l flowing

Singapore[

Special features

iOF TBM

1987

USA

Rate of i
Advance I

5 8in

flow2in4~ns(~:d
) twosin kholes
i
49 Seale -]Vest Tunnel- wastewater
itunnel

Lining - Initial/Final

1987

CF TBM
80 ft Chimney
collapse

Japan 1 1991

02in

Japan

0.7in

NATM

14 8ft/day

92, 93
ksei~lement
in stiff dayswhichdid not

EPB TBM
(Hitachi)

iOF TBM
](Robbins)
NATM

l

shotcrete+ cast-in-place
, concrete

jconcrete segments
concrete segments

shotcrete+ cast-in-place
concrete

94
form plasticized massandgravel and
sandtendedto ravel in
compressedair
94, 95, 96
hydraulic claw excavator, orange-peel 97
breasting doors
drainageboring
98

forepoling, shotcrete+ castin-place concrete

References
for the casehistories are providedafter the maintext of the appendix.
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Table 8.2
Geotechnical

Performance on Tunneling Contracts
for Red Line Project

Contract
A130

less than 1 inch except in one short
section

none

A141

less than 1 inch everywhere

thin liner

3

A146

less than 1 inch everywhere

none

1

A171

less than 1 inch everywhere

none

1

B201

70%less than 1 inch
24%between 1 and 1.5 inch
6% greater than 1.5 inch

none

2

B221

96%less than 1 inch

none

1

B251

51%less than 1 inch
35%between 1 and 2 inches
14%greater than 2 inches

¯

3

sinkhole on
Hollywood Blvd.
excessive settlement at
HudsonStreet
Reminingat three
locations

C331

greater than 3 inches

excessive settlement at
Lankershim Blvd.

12-1-95/TABLE.8-1/W7101-Ikd/dgw
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